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Spanning Generations and Continents
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YIVO Celebrates 80 Years of Survival and Growth
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From the Chairman of the Board

I

Taking the Long View
n issue #176 of this publication (Spring 1991), there was
a review of my first year as
Chairman of the YIVO Board.
It began, “It’s been a busy first
year for YIVO’s new Chairman
... as he faces the extraordinary
challenges confronting YIVO.”
The challenges continue today
— short term and long term.
Meeting these challenges is just
part of how I express my passion for YIVO and all it represents.
We are the inheritors of a great
dream — a dream of a Jewish
research institution that would
encompass a great library and
archives, post-doctoral training,
language studies, and major
Jewish historical projects. Our
dream lives and grows. You can
visit the library and archives,
attend a lecture by a YIVO
scholar, study Yiddish, see an
exhibition and receive assistance
on research projects large and
small. YIVO is the storehouse of
our history and culture; we embrace 1,000 years of Ashkenazi
Jewish life as we also forge
ahead as an American Jewish
institute.
YIVO has come a long way
from its origins in Vilna, and
change has not always been
easy. Yet, when I look back on
my early days as Chairman, I
still feel the excitement I felt
when I first came to YIVO,
because our dream is a large
and precious one.
David Remnick, Editor of the
New Yorker and a new member
of the YIVO Board of Overseers,
put it this way: “Because of its
origins, because of its deep connection to Jewish history and
scholarship, YIVO is uniquely
positioned to expand on its
sense of original purpose and
become a home not only for
scholars-in-search but also for
people in search of the kind of

discussion and
congregation
that is, for the
most part,
missing from
New York
Bruce Slovin
Jewish life.”
I certainly agree.
The incredible link between
our East European past and
today was forged for me personally when, newly in the office of
Chairman, I led a YIVO delegation to Moscow and Vilnius,
where a large portion of YIVO’s
prewar archives had been discovered. This trip was the
beginning of the complicated
negotiations to bring these
materials back to our new home
in New York. On the trip I represented the New World; we
were there to retrieve vital YIVO
collections so necessary for a
firm foundation for present and
future activities.
As we enter our ninth decade,
in our new permanent home,
the books and archival treasures
that we brought back can now
be made available to a new generation of scholars and students
in ways that the founders of
YIVO could never have conceived. With The Gruss-Lipper
Digital Archive on Jewish Life in
Poland we are taking a giant step
toward putting our collections
online. People from around the
globe will be able to tap into our
great Library and Archives.
As we embark on this journey
that will put us on the cutting
edge of Jewish scholarship, we
ask you to travel with us. Be a
partner in this grand work by
supporting YIVO. Future generations will thank you for your
foresight in bringing their heritage into the digital age, and for
helping to ensure that the vision
of YIVO's founders will still be
vital and relevant biz hundert un
tsvansik and beyond.

From the Executive Director

I

YIVO’s Birth as an American Center for Jewish Research

n the last weeks of the Second
World War, Dr. Vannevar Bush,
the former Dean of Engineering
at M.I.T. and Director of the
Office of Scientific Research
under President Franklin D.
Roosevelt, developed a major
approach to guide the nation’s
peacetime research agenda.
Bush’s strategy called for a new
research foundation that would
provide funding to universities
for basic research in the sciences.
In his work (Science: the Endless
Frontier, Washington, D.C., 1945),
Bush, who many now consider
to be the “grandfather” of the
Internet, argued that “publicly
and privately supported colleges and universities and
endowed research institutes
must furnish the nation both
the new … information and the
trained research workers” that
postwar America demanded.
“These institutions are uniquely
qualified by tradition and by
their specific characteristics to
carry on basic research. They are
charged with the responsibility
of conserving the knowledge accumulated by the past, imparting that knowledge to students
and contributing new knowledge of all kinds. It is chiefly in
these institutions that [academic
researchers] may work in an
atmosphere which is relatively
free from the adverse pressure
of convention, prejudice or commercial necessity.”
“At their best they provide the
[researcher] with a strong sense
of solidarity [and] a substantial
degree of intellectual freedom.
All of these factors are of great
importance in the development
of new knowledge since much
of new knowledge is certain to
1
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arouse opposition because of its
tendency to challenge current
beliefs.”
Bush was concerned with
establishing a foundation to
encourage world-class research
in the physical and biological
sciences. At the same time, Max
Weinreich, YIVO’s founder and
Director of Research, was struggling in 1945 to create an independent research institute to
serve the needs of the Jewish
community in the United States.
At the opening session of the
19th YIVO Annual Conference
in New York City (January 5 - 7,
1945), Leibush Lehrer, Chairman
of the YIVO Executive Board,
declared, “YIVO’s real contribution lies in its planned and
organized story of every aspect
of Jewish social life and heritage
… the objective expression of
our spiritual possessions and as
the scientific (italics added) control mechanism for public leaders.” In a major paper entitled
“The YIVO Faces the Post-War
World,” Max Weinreich argued
that, as a result of the murder of
six million European Jews, the
responsibility for the survival of
the Jewish people had devolved
upon American Jewry. To aid
the U.S. Jewish community in
understanding its new historic
role and to utilize [this knowledge] “to the advantage of the
group and of the nation as a
whole,” Weinreich advocated
that YIVO become an incubator
for Jewish “social planning.”
This theme of YIVO evolving
into a major research center for
the social sciences was echoed
still further by the historian
Harry J. Carman, Dean of
Columbia College and a mem3
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ber of the YIVO Academic Advisory Council. While acknowledging the role of science and
technology in the quest for
peace, Carman observed that
“science and technology in and
of themselves are not sufficient.
We need to establish definitive
social goals … social engineering. The YIVO… should fit into
this pattern. Through its studies,
YIVO… can contribute in no
small measure to the solution
of many institutional problems
that confront American Jews.
Carman concluded his paper
by calling upon the organized
Jewish community in the U.S.
to assume almost total financial
responsibility for YIVO.
Faced with unparalleled demands to care for hundreds of
thousands of Jewish war victims
and the need to establish an independent Jewish homeland in
Palestine, the Jewish communities in the United States and
Canada could provide Weinreich and his colleagues with
only a fraction of what they
envisioned they would need.
During the next 55 years YIVO
would face many difficult challenges, including fierce competition from newly emerging university Jewish Studies programs
and government-supported
Holocaust research museums.
The founding of the Center for
Jewish History in January 2000,
with YIVO as the lead partner,
provides the Institute once again
with an opportunity to play a
major role in social science and
humanities research — this time,
however, as the nucleus of a National Center for Jewish History
and as the largest archive of Jewish memory in the United States.

Dr. Carl J. Rheins
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William Tash and Stephen M. Sacks, The Payoff: Evaluating Research Centers, Institutes, Laboratories and Consortia (Haverford, Pennsylvania: 2004,
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Our Role and Our Vision
During Times of Change

A

by Ella Levine, Director of Development and External Affairs

lthough YIVO is turning 80 years old, we are
really 80 years young, as is evident in the exciting changes here. Many of you have watched
us grow, going from strength to strength. The
challenges to YIVO’s continued growth are many,
but so are the opportunities. Therefore, we forge
ahead annually to refine our programs to meet the
needs of our people in changing times. To continue this challenging work, we must strengthen
YIVO by teaching our children to value their heritage and history, even as we reach out to demonstrate to the world at large the enormous contributions Jews have made, and continue to make,
to Western civilization.
The mission of YIVO was profoundly impacted
by the Holocaust. In the darkest times of death,
despair and destruction, YIVO always endeavored
to implement the dreams of its founders and followers. As a child of Holocaust survivors growing
up in postwar Kovno and Vilna, I was constantly
reminded of the Holocaust. My parents’ suffering
and loss deepened their resolve to rebuild and

reclaim their lives. They built a
new family and a new Jewish
Ella Levine
community, and expressed a strong
commitment to Israel and World Jewry.
As the torch was handed to my generation, we
became the legacy of our parents and we have the
responsibility to that legacy. To help us bolster
YIVO's preeminent role in Jewish scholarship and
communal life, I urge you to continue your support through milestone projects like the YIVO Encyclopedia of Jews in Eastern Europe. We can work
together to reaffirm the value of 1000 years of Ashkenazic history and culture, and to strengthen our
great library and archives.
Your support is crucial to ensuring a rich Jewish
life for current and future generations. Only
through a joint effort - our work and your financial support - can we ensure that our descendants
remember their roots. Let us weave a new and
enduring tapestry, ensuring our history always
remains connected to the present and the future.

Development

Development and External Affairs
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Remember YIVO in Your Will
For information on planned
giving, please visit the YIVO web site
at www.yivo.org, or call Ellen Siegel
at (917) 606-8293.
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Development

A New Direction for YIVO
IVO is proud to welcome two new members to its National Board
of Directors. Ruth Levine
and Jonathan I. Mishkin
were elected in November.
Ruth Levine is an educational specialist who, until
2003, worked with learning disabled children at
the Jewish Board of
Ruth Levine
Family and Children’s
Services. Since leaving there, she has volunteered
at YIVO, creating an index for the EPYC project
(see page 12) and is now working in the Photo Archives. Levine cofounded the West Side Yiddish
School, a secular, cultural after-school program for
children ages 5 to 13 on New York’s Upper West
Side. From 1984 to 1994, she served on its Board
as President and Treasurer. Earlier, Levine worked
at Thirteen (Channel 13 in New York City) and at
the Museum of Broadcasting (now the Museum
of Television and Radio).
Ruth Levine has been a longtime supporter of
the Folksbiene Yiddish Theater and the National
Yiddish Book Center. A native Yiddish speaker,
she attended the YIVO’s intensive Uriel Weinreich
Program in Yiddish Language, Literature and
Culture for two summers. Levine holds a B.A.
from the City College of New York and an M.S.
from Bank Street College of Education.
Jonathan Mishkin, who earned his B.A. from
Columbia and his M.B.A. from the University of
Chicago, is the founder and managing partner of

Board of Overseers
Martin Peretz (Chair)
Joseph D. Becker (ex officio)
Peter Beinart
Professor Jeremy Dauber
Professor Noah Feldman
Jonathan Safran Foer
Ariel Foxman
Philip Gourevich
Professor Stephen Greenblatt
Joshua Harlan
Professor Noah Isenberg
Joanna H. Lipper
Jonathan I. Mishkin
Dr. Sherwin B. Nuland
Scott Offen
Leah Pisar
Professor Richard Primus
David Remnick
Charles J. Rose
Jonathan Rosen
Professor Simon Schama
Bruce Slovin (ex officio)
David Stone
Cathy Zises
Edward Zwick
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Sanabe & Associates, LLC,
an investment banking boutique that specializes in middle-market advisory and
merchant banking services
to the paper, packaging and
forest products industry.
Prior to founding Sanabe
& Associates in 2001, he
was North American Group
Head for Paper, Packaging
Jonathan I. Mishkin
and Forest Products for
Donaldson, Lufkin & Jenrette (DLJ), 1994–2000,
and retained this position after DJL was acquired
by Credit Suisse First Boston (CSFB) in 2000. At
DLJ and CSFB, he initiated over 20 mergers and
acquisitions, high yield and merchant banking
transactions. From 1989–1994, he built a leading
franchise in Canadian paper and forest products
at Burns Fry Limited. From 1981–1989, he worked
at Morgan Stanley, covering Canadian and American industrial and financial companies.
Involved in YIVO for the past five years,
Mishkin is a founding member of the YIVO Leadership Forum and a member of the YIVO Board of
Overseers. His mother, a Holocaust survivor from
Kovno, is a longtime YIVO volunteer.
“Jonathan and Ruth share my devotion to preserving and promoting the language and culture
of Eastern European Jewry; they bring new energy, ideas and strategies at a critical time,” YIVO
Chairman Bruce Slovin noted.
YIVO looks forward to their ongoing involvement and commitment as it begins its 80th year.

Y

Profiles of Three of the Best and the Brightest

A New Era Begins with YIVO Board of Overseers

IVO is looking to the future with the assistance and vision of
Martin Peretz. He joined the YIVO Board in 1981 because it was
the only institution preserving 1,000 years of Ashkenazic Jewish history and culture, and investigating their worldwide influence today.
Peretz returned to the Board in the 1990s hoping to attract the best
and brightest younger Jewish luminaries. His efforts led to the establishment of the new YIVO Board of Overseers, which included some
of his former students from Harvard University. Peretz’s prominence
in the Jewish community, and his concern for Israel and related causes, are reflected in his work as editor-in-chief of The New Republic,
and as founder of TheStreet.com. He brings this same savvy intensity to Martin Peretz
the creation of the YIVO Board of Overseers. In each issue of Yedies we will profile three of
the new Overseers.
ilmmaker and author Joanna Lipper’s latest book, Growing Up Fast, was published by
Picador in 2003. She is currently completing Little Fugitive, a feature film that she wrote
and directed, based on the 1953 classic. Lipper came to YIVO as a natural outgrowth of her
family tradition of preserving Jewish lives, learning, and culture, begun by her grandfather,
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Nearly $100,000 Raised

program to put the “mitzvah”
back into Bar/Bat Mitzvah.
Arriving at YIVO in 1998 to
study Yiddish, Zises helped
found the Leadership Forum.
As its chair for the past three
years, she has attracted younger
activists to the Forum and has
helped raise funds for EPYC
and other YIVO programs. Zises
received her award from her
proud father, Dr. Bernard Weiss.
Ida (z"l) and Max Lubliner
received a Lifetime Achievement
Award. Originally from Lodz,
Poland, and liberated from
Auschwitz, Max and Ida arrived
in the United States in 1949.
After Max established a successful business, the Lubliners devoted their lives to international
Jewish philanthropy. They shared
their love by helping ordinary
people marry, come to America
and succeed. The Lubliners have
been honored by Israel Bonds,
the UJA-Federation and
Masada-Farband. Eta Wrobel,
President of the YIVO International Women’s Division and a
personal friend of Max Lubliner
and his children, introduced
him. Dr. Jerry Lubliner and his
sister, Roslyn Shapiro, presented
their father Max with his award.
Hanna Hirshaut, a survivor
and author, received the Goldene
Keyt Award. After liberation,
Hirshaut raised funds to help
32 war orphans emigrate to
Israel. In 1951, she came to the
United States with her husband
and daughter, having lost the
rest of her family.
Founder of the
Queens Chapter of
Holocaust Survivors,
she also serves on the
board of the Warsaw
Ghetto Resistance
Organization
(WAGRO). Hirshaut
has donated her husband's papers, which
(L-R) Hannah Sara Rigler, honoree Hanna (Hanka)
Hirshaut and Esther Peterseil.
trace his work as
IVO's 4th
Annual Heritage Luncheon
at the Center for
Jewish History
honored Tonynominated actor
and Broadway
Tovah Feldshuh
star Tovah Feldshuh and longtime community
activists Cathy Zises, Ida (z”l)
and Max Lubliner and Hanna
Hirshaut. The luncheon raised
more than $95,000.
Feldshuh, recipient of the Lifetime Achievement Award, portrayed Golda Meir, a native
Yiddish speaker, on Broadway
in “Golda's Balcony.” Feldshuh
first contacted YIVO while researching documents by Isaac
Bashevis Singer for her Broadway role in “Yentl the Yeshiva
Boy.” Observing that YIVO not
only preserves our East European Jewish Heritage, “but also
the sound of it,” Feldshuh sang
a Yiddish song about a little boy
beginning his study of Torah.
Cathy Zises, Chair of YIVO’s
Leadership Forum, was honored
with YIVO's Me'dor Le'dor Award.
She traces her strong commitment to the Jewish community
to her childhood and sees herself following in the footsteps of
her grandmother, matriarch of
the Horowitz Margareten matzo
bakery. Zises is involved with
the UJA-Federation and the
Jewish Board of Family and
Children's Services. She also
helped create KIDS2KIDS, a

Development

Heritage Luncheon Supports EPYC and Other Programs

Me'dor Le'dor Award presented to Cathy
Zises by her father, Dr. Bernard Weiss.

founder and editor of the Polish
daily Life of Warsaw, the Yiddishlanguage Ikhed, and the PolishJewish Opinia, to YIVO. She is
the author of Voice of the Woman
Survivor and Survivor's Chronicle.
Hannah Sara Rigler, a member
of the Women’s Committee,
introduced her.
The event chair was Fanya
Gottesfeld Heller, Chair of the
YIVO International Women's
Fanya Gottesfeld
Division. Cindy Stone, Burt
Heller
Feinberg and Esther Peterseil
served as co-chairs and emcees.
Speaking to the more than 200
guests, YIVO Chairman Bruce
Slovin observed, “These good
and accomplished members of
the Jewish community exemplify our core values, strengths and
concern for helping others. As
role models, they understand
the need to remember and teach
our history and culture.”

Max Lubliner (R)
is presented with
the Lifetime
Achievement
Award by his children, Dr. Jerry
Lubliner and
Roslyn Shapiro.
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80th Anniversary

YIVO Celebrates 80 Years

honorees have included new
World Trade Center architect
Daniel Libeskind, Israeli singer
and song-writer Chava Alberstein, and Nobel Laureates Eric
Kandel (Medicine) and Imre
Kertesz (Literature).
The exhibit is being designed
to illustrate the depth and
breadth of the YIVO collections.
It includes many unique items
— rare rabbinical works from
the 16th century, hidden manuscripts from the Jewish resistance in World War II, original
manuscripts of great Yiddish
writers, rare materials from the
Jewish Underground in Warsaw
and Lodz and posters from the
first years after the independence of the State of Israel. It
will occupy two exhibition
spaces in the Center for Jewish
History. In the lobby, mainly
flat items, such as sheet music,
posters and photographs, will
be displayed on the walls. The
more valuable items will be kept
on the second floor mezzanine
gallery, where security is tighter.

[continued from page 1]

Currently on display at the
Center for Jewish History is the
highly acclaimed exhibition the
Family Singer, a 30-panel photo
exhibit on the lives of the members of this family of extraordinarily talented Yiddish writers
(see related story on page 13).
Translated into Italian, the
exhibit is also on display in
Rome, under the auspices of the
University of Rome, where a
conference was held last month
to celebrate the 100th anniversary of the birth of Nobel Prizewinning author Isaac Bashevis
Singer. Other photo exhibits to
be displayed at the Center this
year include Warsaw Cemeteries,
funded by the Polish government, and an important exhibition opening in the summer to
commemorate the 350th anniversary of Jewish settlement
in the United States.
In September, Nusakh Vilne, the
friendship society of Vilna survivors in New York, will inaugurate a major annual memorial
lecture at YIVO to commemo-

rate the final destruction of the
Vilna Ghetto on September 23,
1943. The lecture, which will be
endowed in perpetuity, will be
established to include an annual
Yizkor memorial service.
This year will also mark the
publication of six new books,
YIVO’s most productive year
in decades. Included are the
proceedings of the May 2003
international conference on
anti-Semitism, Old Demons, New
Debates. Other books include the
long-awaited American Jewish
autobiography project, To
Unburden My Heart: Autobiographies of Eastern European Jewish
Immigrants, edited by Dr.
Jocelyn Cohen and Dr. Daniel
Soyer (New York University
Press/ YIVO), Plant Names in
Yiddish by Mordkhe Schaechter
(see related article on page 15) ,
and a new translation of Max
Weinreich’s two-volume History
of the Yiddish Language, which
will be published by Yale
University Press in the fall.

The Mission will take you on an unforgettable tour of Jewish heritage, religious life, art and learning. Join us
on a journey into the world where Jewish culture, education and folklore bloomed and then perished. You will
experience the rebirth of small, yet vibrant Jewish communities, meet with representatives of government,
local Jewish institutions and communities; scholars and educators; and with remaining Holocaust survivors.
• Russia, home to Europe’s second largest Jewish community.
Visit the Hermitage and royal palaces in St. Petersburg.
• Prague, Bratislava, and Karlovy Vary, with splendid Jewish treasures,
the oldest synagogue in Europe, a new reborn Jewish community.
• Vilna — the Jerusalem of Lithuania — the birthplace of the
legendary YIVO Institute for Jewish Research. Visit the former
ghetto, Ponar and the new Jewish museum.
• Kovno, with the famous Slobodka Yeshiva and Ghetto, the 9th Fort
and community centers.
• Tour famous historical and architectural sites, castles, museums
and galleries.
For more information, contact Ella Levine at YIVO (212) 294-6128
or elevine@yivo.cjh.org.
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Background: Great
Synagogue of Vilna.
Left: 1999 YIVO
Mission participants.

Explore the new and old, see the
past, and look into the future

[continued from page 6]

the late Joseph
Gruss. She
now serves as
trustee of The
Gruss-Lipper
Foundation,
which recently
provided funds
to create The
Joanna Lipper
Gruss-Lipper
Digital Archive on Jewish Life in
Poland at YIVO. The new archive
will be comprehensive in materials on the years 1900 to 1950,
as well as Holocaust-era Poland.
It will include a dedicated website to facilitate access to YIVO
collections through online finding aids and databases.
Lipper serves as Trustee of the
Museum of Jewish Heritage – A
Living Memorial to the Holocaust in New York City. She
holds a B.A in Literature and
Film from Harvard and an M.Sc.
in Psychoanalytic Developmental Psychology from University
College London and The Anna
Freud Centre. Her first documentary, Inside Out: Portraits of
Children, premiered on the Sundance Channel and received the
Hollywood Discovery Award.
The Academy of Motion Picture
Arts and Sciences distinguished
Lipper’s second documentary,
Growing Up Fast, as one of the
outstanding short documentaries of 1999.

S

***

herwin B. Nuland, M.D.,
F.A.C.S., is Clinical Professor
of Surgery at the Yale School of
Medicine and Fellow of the university’s Institute for Social and
Policy Studies. He serves on the
executive committees of Yale’s
Whitney Humanities Center and
its Interdisciplinary Bioethics
Project. Nuland is a graduate of
the Bronx High School of
Science, New York University
(summa cum laude), and the
Yale School of Medicine. After
training in surgery at the Yale-New
Haven Hospital, he practiced
and taught there from

1962 to 1992,
when he began
to write full
time. He considers the most
rewarding
work of his
career the bedside and operaSherwin B. Nuland
tive care of the
approximately 10,000 men and
women who became his patients
during those three decades.
His interest in the emerging
field of bioethics, which began in
1977, culminated in his appointment as a founding member of
the Bioethics Committee of the
Yale-New Haven Hospital from
1986 to 2000. Growing out of his
interests in history, human biology, ethics and the nature of
humanity, he undertook a wideranging study of these fields,
resulting in the publication in
1997 of The Wisdom of the Body
(Alfred A. Knopf), available
under the title of its paperback,
How We Live, in English and 10
European and Asian languages.
He has also authored The
Mysteries Within: A Surgeon
Explores Myth, Medicine and the
Human Body (2002), How We Die
(1994) and Doctors: The Biography
of Medicine (1988).
Nuland has also produced a
memoir, Lost in America: A
Journey with My Father (2003), as
well as The Doctors’ Plague:
Germs, Childbed Fever and the
Strange Story of Ignac Semmelweis
(2003). His biography of Moses
Maimonides will be published
in September 2005.

N

***

oah Feldman specializes in
the relationship between
religion and political authority.
He served as senior advisor on
constitutional law to the Coalition Provisional Authority in
Iraq, and subsequently advised
members of the Governing Council on the Iraqi constitutional
process. His book After Jihad:
America and the Struggle for Is-

lamic Democracy was published
in 2003; his next book, The Ethics
of Nation Building, came out in
November 2004. A third book on
God and nation in the American
republic will follow in 2005.
Feldman joined the NYU
School of Law faculty in fall
2001, coming from Harvard University, where he was a Junior
Fellow of the Society of Fellows.
He is Associate Professor of Law
at NYU. In autumn 2004 he
became a visiting professor at
Yale Law School, and in spring
2005 will serve as visiting professor at Harvard Law School.
Feldman received his A.B.
summa cum laude in Near Eastern Languages and Civilizations
from Harvard University. A
Rhodes Scholar, he earned a
D.Phil. in Islamic Thought from
Oxford University in 1994. He
received his J.D. from Yale Law
School in 1997. Feldman served
as a law clerk to Chief Judge
Harry T. Edwards of the U.S.
Court of Appeals for the D.C.
Circuit, and to Justice David H.
Souter of the U.S. Supreme
Court. He lives in Greenwich
Noah Feldman
Village with his wife, author
and Assistant District Attorney
Jeannie Suk.
Feldman described his interest
in YIVO by noting, “among the
younger generation of American
Jews there is an unexpressed,
perhaps unrecognized yearning
for Jewish engagement that does
not focus primarily on religion
or politics, and that adopts a
broad-minded conception of
what comes under the heading
‘Jewish.’ Many of us are tired of
definitional games ... and of the
inchoate feeling that to belong
to Jewish organizations is to
embrace their values and agendas wholesale. Part of the enormous potential of YIVO is that it
carries none of this baggage, but
instead already stands for openminded inquiry, not for definitive answers.”

Overseers

Overseers
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Michael Tilson Thomas Visits YIVO
onductor and composer Michael Tilson
Thomas, who will host Thomashefskys’ Yiddish
Theater: An Evening of Remembrances (see page 1),
recently visited YIVO in search of a number of
musical pieces. YIVO Music Archivist Chana
Mlotek helped him find a song that his grandfather sang to him in his youth, “Dos lid fun
ayznban” (The Song of the Railroad), by the
famous bard Elyokem Tsunzer. Written in 1870,
the song was inspired by the building of the first
railroad in Lithuania; it uses the train’s journey
as an allegory of a human life. The first stanza
reads:
A whole world of railroads have arisen in our times,
Which carry passengers, poor and rich.
Run to see the wonder, but bear in mind
That this is a parable about yourselves.
We are the ones sitting in the railroad cars,
The engine is the time.
It pulls along millions of people,
And flies like bullets in the battle.
Each rail is a second,
Each station – a year,
Each station house is like an hour.
A train is a whole generation,

YIVO Board Member Arthur Rosenblatt

The Board and staff of YIVO Institute for
Jewish Research mourn the passing of our
friend and devoted National Board member
Arthur Rosenblatt on January 10, 2005, at age
73. He served with distinction as Chair of the
Buildings and Grounds Committee of the
YIVO Board.
A native New Yorker, he was founding director of the United States Holocaust Memorial
Museum, where he served from 1986 – 1988. A partner in the
firm RKK&G Museum and Cultural Facilities Consultants,
Rosenblatt’s important projects included the Hechal Shlomo
Museum of Jewish Art and History in Jerusalem and Museo
de Arte de Puerto Rico. In New York City, he helped restructure the Metropolitan Museum of Art and restore the New
York Public Library and Bryant Park. He was also involved
in the restoration of the Chevra Lomdei Mishnayot Synagogue
and the creation of a Jewish cultural center, both in Oswiecim
(Auschwitz), Poland.
Rosenblatt was commited to remembrance, continuity and
preserving Yidishkayt, and had a great love of the Yiddish language. His dedication to YIVO, to practical problem-solving
and to planning for the future has inspired us all. He will be
sorely missed. We extend our deepest sympathy to his wife
Ruth, his children Judy and Paul, and his grandchildren.
Koved zayn ondenk!
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Seeking Grandfather’s Song

Michael Tilson Thomas shares a laugh with YIVO Music
Archivist Chana Mlotek.
And the ticket that one holds in one’s case
Is his fortune, his itinerary,
How far to travel and in which class
Appointed by God, the director of the train.
A gantse velt mit ayznbanen iz in undzer tsayt gevorn,
Velkhe firn pasazhirn, orem un raykh,
Loyft zen dem khidesh, nor hot bezikorn,
Az dos iz a moshl punkt kegn aykh.
Mir zitsn dos in di vagonen,
Der lokomotiv iz di tsayt,
Zi shlept mit zikh mentshn milyonen,
Un flit vi di koyln in shtrayt.
Yetvider reltse iz a sekunde,
Yetvider statsye – a yor,
Yeder kusatke iz glaykh tsu a shtunde,
A poyezd iz in gantsn a dor.
Un dem bilet vos er halt in tash,
Dos iz zayn mazl, zayn rayze-plan,
Vi vayt tsu forn un in voser klas,
Bashtimt fun Got, fun direktor ban.

Tilson Thomas examined Yiddish sheet music
and other historical musical references during his
tour of the YIVO Archives.

Y

YIVO Inspires Poets

IVO is the subject of Yiddish poems by
Abraham Reisen, Daniel Charney and
Abraham Sutzkever. Daniel Charney’s “The
Tires Are Rolling” was written in 1935 in Vilna
as YIVO commemorated its 10th anniversary
with a conference attended by scholars from
Yiddish-speaking communities around the
world. The English-language version of
Charney’s poem starts by portraying YIVO
as a Jewish treasure trove.
The tires are rolling, tire after tire:
Of the yesterdays, the todays and the tomorrows.
To Vilna, to the YIVO, to the stone vault
Where our folk’s wealth is hidden.
The tires toll, tire after tire,
From the East, the North, the South
They come together at the YIVO
To the treasure of books and tomes.

I

n an unprecedented event cosponsored by YIVO and the
Union for Traditional Judaism,
UTJ Rabbi and Professor David
Weiss Halivni spoke at YIVO.
His subject was “The Last Jewish Nobility of Vilna: Matisyahu
and Shmuel Strashun.” The December event was part of YIVO’s
Rabbi Professor
Distinguished Lecture Series.
David Weiss
UTJ is a rabbinical organization
Halivni
that promotes Jewish education
and halakhic observance. The collaboration was
appropriate given the evening’s theme — Rabbi
Shmuel Strashun wrote one of the most influential
modern commentaries, in the form of “glosses” to
the Babylonian Talmud, and his son Matisyahu
founded the Strashun Library (the first Jewish
Public Library in Eastern Europe), which was
incorporated into the YIVO collections in Vilna
just prior to the Second World War. That library
forms the core of the YIVO Library’s famous
“Vilna collection.”
David Weiss Halivni is the Littauer Professor of
Classical Jewish Civilization at Columbia University and Reish Metivta (Dean) of the Institute for
Traditional Judaism, the rabbinical school of the
UTJ. To advanced students of the Talmud, Weiss
Halivni is renowned for his five-volume, trailblazing Talmudic commentary, Mekorot u-Mesorot. He
also authored numerous seminal works on rabbinic literature, including Midrash, Mishna and
Gemara: The Jewish Predilection for Justified Law
(Harvard, 1986). This historical overview of the
development of classical rabbinic literature analyzes “apodictic law,” legal codes such as the
Mishna, and “justified law,” discursive texts like
the Talmud. Halivni’s subsequent book,
Peshat and Derash: Plain and Applied Meaning
in Rabbinic Exegesis, illuminates the exegetical methodology and the theology that
largely gave rise to normative rabbinic literature.
A native of Sighet, Rumania and a Holocaust survivor, Halivni is also the author
of a remarkable memoir, The Book and The
Sword (Westview, 1996) which chronicles
his lifelong love affair with “the book.”
Beginning with the amazing story of a
“bletl” — a torn fragment from a destroyed
rabbinical text — that helped keep his faith
and hope alive during his ordeal as a
Hasidic youth in the Nazi extermination
camps, it concludes with the drama of his
departure from the Jewish Theological

Seminary of America and his founding of the
Traditional movement in American Judaism.
Weiss Halivni’s recent book, Revelation Restored:
Divine Writ and Critical Response (Westview, 1998), is
a veritable post-modern Guide for the Perplexed for
those who are today torn between their commitment to traditional Jewish life and the sanctity of
Torah on the one hand, and their conflicting interests in the findings of modern critical biblical
scholarship on the other. The work combines historical text analysis with theological profundity to
brings the sanctity of the revelation at Sinai in
harmony with modern scholarship.
In his lecture, Weiss Halivni focused on the
unique features of Rabbi Shmuel Strashun’s glosses to the Talmud, recounting the history of their
publication as part of the standard edition of the
Talmud — best known as the Vilna Shas, produced
by the famous Romm Family publishers of Vilna
— and the impact of Strashun’s Talmudic methodology on generations of rabbinical scholars, himself included. He also expounded more generally
upon the history of the publication of glosses to
the Talmud and other sacred Jewish texts, comparing this very concise form of writing with the
more common and expansive linear commentaries
(known as peyrushim) to classical Jewish texts. He
concluded by comparing the Talmudic glosses of
Shmuel Strashun to the work both of his predecessors and of his own son, Matisyahu, who aside
from founding the great library in Vilna, was a
distinguished rabbinical scholar, albeit of a more
modern orientation. This event was the most
recent in a series of programs at YIVO over the
past several years focusing on the Strashun
Library and its enduring impact on the field of
Jewish Studies.
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Unpecedented Collaboration with UTJ
Rabbi Professor David Weiss Halivni Speaks on the Strashuns at YIVO

The Strashun
Library reading
room, housed
in the Vilna
Synagogue, 1939
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EPYC

EPYC Site Launched

Press Kits
Materials for
the media and
for educators
and students
can be found
at the “Press
Kits” link on the
YIVO web site
www.yivo.org.

A scene from
Lubartowska
Street, 1937.
Photo on the
EPYC web site.
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Web Site Focuses on 1,000 Years
Of Jewish History and Culture

A

glimpse into 1,000 years of
East European Jewish history and culture is now available
on the Internet at a new YIVO
site. Titled “When these streets
heard Yiddish,” the site can be
accessed at http://epyc.yivo.org.
The content was drawn from
YIVO’s EPYC (Educational Program on Yiddish Culture), a
comprehensive curriculum that
required five years of research
and development to complete.
Officially launched on December 1, 2004, the web site was designed for educators, students
and the general public. Viewers
are encouraged to explore its
three sections, covering “Jewish
Culture,” “Lives” and “Places.”
Coupled with the launch,
letters explaining the scope of
EPYC were sent to 7,500 Jewish
schools, educational institutions, museums and libraries.
The launch drew international
attention, appearing as an electronic news flash on the Jewish
Telegraphic Agency’s Global
News Service. It was also covered in the educational supplements of the Forward and New
York Jewish Week, the Forverts,
Lifestyles magazine, and in
Israeli publications.
News, and educational materials and photos from EPYC can
be downloaded from the “Press
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Room” link on the YIVO web
site home page www.yivo.org.

Chair. “We designed EPYC as a
far-reaching resource for second-

Dr. Carl J. Rheins, YIVO Executive Director, reflected, “This is
our most important pedagogical
project since 1938 and YIVO’s
first serious effort to fill the
lacuna in the teaching of Jewish
history at the secondary level in
the United States. It is the only
program that comprehensively
addresses the 1,000-year history
of Eastern European Jewish civilization prior to 1939.”
The EPYC curriculum includes
multiple lesson plans, supplementary materials and background information for teachers
and students. In the spring, it
will be available for online purchase in downloadable format
through the EPYC web site, at a
cost of $250. A Hebrew-language
version will be completed for
the Israeli educational market
by June.
EPYC originated in YIVO’s
Leadership Forum. Its mission
was to address the importance
of Ashkenazi life, culture and
history, and its profound impact
on world affairs.
“It is vital that our children
and grandchildren know our
history in detail,” explained
Cathy Zises, Leadership Forum

ary school education in public
and private schools around the
globe.”
The EPYC curriculum and
texts were completed in 2003, in
an effort led by sociologist Dr.
Adina Cimet, working closely
with the Leadership Forum.
Cimet developed the texts,
lesson plans and monographs,
aided by research assistants
Michael Cohen, Jesse Cohen and
Avi Patt. Cimet also worked
closely with Joshua Feinberg,
a curriculum specialist and
museum educator.
Major contributors to the
EPYC program include The
Smart Family Foundation, the
YIVO International Women’s
Division, The Dibner Fund,
Seymour and Cathy Zises, The
FJJ Foundation, Inc., Fanya
Gottesfeld Heller, David and
Ruth Levine, Charles J. Rose, the
Estate of Julius Stamm and the
Conference on Jewish Material
Claims Against Germany, Inc. —
The Rabbi Israel Miller Fund for
Shoah Research, Education and
Documentation.
For more information contact
Suzanne Leon, (917) 606-8227 or
sleon@yivo.cjh.org.

In Rome and New York

Exhibition

The Family Singer
lthough the world is celebrating the 100th
anniversary of the birth of Isaac Bashevis
Singer, he had two other siblings who were
also well-known Yiddish writers. In a 30panel exhibit, the Family Singer, which
opened in December in Rome and at the
Center for Jewish History in New York, YIVO
honors the Singer family. This includes parents, grandfather, brothers Israel Joshua and
Isaac Bashevis, and sister Esther Singer
Kreitman. Their writings were inspired by
the changing world of Eastern European
Jewry.

A

Panels from the Italian version of the exhibit.

Three Yiddish Writers in the Singer Family

The eldest child, Esther, was given
up to a foster family as an infant,
then reclaimed by her family at the
age of three. Esther was moody and
an epileptic. Her brother Bashevis
later wrote that “at times, she seemed
possessed by a dibbuk.”
Esther was self-educated. Her early
works include Der sheydim tants (The
Devils Dance), a thinly disguised
autobiographical novel about a woman who consents to an arranged
marriage. Esther’s own unhappy
marriage to Avrom Kreitman, a diamond cutter from Antwerp, served
as an escape from her brilliant
though disturbed family. It also made
her an exile to London, where she
spent almost all her adult life.
She wrote Brilyantyn (Diamonds) in
1944 and short stories, and she translated Charles Dickens and George
Bernard Shaw into Yiddish. Her book
Deborah, translated by Maurice Carr,
was published by The Feminist Press
(New York, 2004).

The elder Singer son, Israel Joshua,
lost interest in religious studies and
moved out of the house at 18. He
joined the Warsaw Jewish bohemia,
working as a newspaper correspondent and writing tales of Hasidic life.
His first collection of stories, published in 1922, entitled Perl und andere
dertseylungen (Pearls), was an international success. He wrote for Yiddish newspapers in Kiev and Moscow, then returned to Warsaw, where
he cofounded a literary magazine.
Impressed with Singer’s writing,
Abraham Cahan, a writer and editor
of the Jewish Daily Forward in New
York, hired him as a correspondent.
In 1934, I.J. Singer immigrated to
the United States, where his writings
were serialized in the Forward. He
also wrote The Brothers Ashkenazi and
The Family Carnovsky. Israel Joshua
Singer died prematurely of a heart
attack at age 50.

Isaac Bashevis Singer’s memoir, In
My Fathers Court, depicted his early
childhood in a shtetl. After the family
moved to Warsaw, he attended kheyder
and a rabbinical seminary, then abandoned religious studies. In 1923, his
brother found him a job as a proofreader. Isaac admired his older brother, whom he referred to as his mentor. His first story, “Af der elter” (In
Old Age), was published in 1925. He
wrote under the pen name Bashevis;
his mother’s name was Basheve.
His first novel, Satan in Goray, was
serialized in the magazine Globus,
which he cofounded with poet Aaron
Zeitlin in 1932. In 1935, Bashevis
moved to New York and began his
long association with the Jewish Daily
Forward, where most of his work was
serialized. A prolific writer of novels,
short stories, memoirs and children’s
books, he won the Nobel Prize in
Literature in 1978.
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Publications

Scholarly Discourse

Dr. Gershon
David Hundert

14

Y

Symposium Held on Hundert Book

IVO held a scholarly
symposium and reception
to celebrate the October publication of The Jews of PolandLithuania in the Eighteenth Century: Chronology of Modernity
by McGill University Professor Gershon David Hundert.
In addition to chairing the
Department of Jewish Studies
at McGill in Montreal, Hundert is the editor in chief
of the forthcoming YIVO
Encyclopedia of Jews in Eastern
Europe. YIVO was therefore
the obvious venue for launching his new book, published
by the University of California Press.
Three specialists in European Jewish history and literature — Professors Elisheva
Carlebach of Queens College, Allan Nadler of
Drew University and David Roskies of the Jewish
Theological Seminary of America — presented
critical appreciations of Hundert’s book.
Nadler pointed to Hundert’s reevaluation of the
idea of modernity when applied to Polish and
Lithuanian Jews, whose experience was so radically different from that of their Western European coreligionists. Hundert’s real contribution,
Nadler noted, is his insistence on not viewing
Polish Jews through the lens of conventional,
mainly German-Jewish historiography and the
Western experience, but in terms of their own
unique religious values and cultural milieu.
Nadler also praised Hundert’s depiction of
Polish Jews as inhabiting a universe constructed
from their own cultural and religious sources
and unique experiences — a world in which
they thrived, in the author’s words, as a “minority that is not a minority.” Nadler observed that
Hundert’s fresh approach helps explain the
unique Polish-Jewish characters that inhabit
the world of Yiddish literature.
David Roskies also discussed the book in the
context of the dominant view of Polish Jewry
produced by earlier Jewish historians, referring
particularly to the highly influential model of
Jewish modernity developed in Jacob Katz’s seminal work, Tradition and Crisis. Roskies pointed out
that 18th-century Polish-Jewish culture was not
produced mainly by a crisis precipitated by outside forces, but developed largely from within. He
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observed that Hundert’s work
helps to undermine the many
misleading nostalgic myths
about the East European Jews,
most popularly symbolized by
Fiddler on the Roof. He elaborated on Hundert’s rich explorations of the Jews’ important
economic role, despite their ultimate subordination to the
Polish nobility, and the richness
and originality of Polish-Jewish
spirituality in this period, best
exemplified by the development of Hasidism in the late
18th century. Roskies suggested
that Hundert’s historical study
can serve as an excellent “prelude” to the study of Yiddish
literature.
Elisheva Carlebach rounded
off the symposium by offering
some critical observations, specifically regarding
what she perceives as the insufficiency of
Hundert’s treatment of women’s role in PolishJewish society. While lauding both the scope and
ambition of Hundert’s book, specifically its
overview of the economic and communal history
of 18th-century Polish Jewry, Carlebach said she
could not fully accept Hundert’s casting aside of
the Western paradigm for studying the modern
period. Given her role as the only woman and the
only historian of Western European Jewry on the
panel, Carlebach’s critique was largely addressed
at reasserting the role of women and the relevance
of the Western idea of modernity to the study of
the Jews of Poland–Lithuania in the modern period. On a humorous note, she observed that the
book’s cover features the Polish artist Krzysztof
Radziwillowski’s elegant “Portrait of Chajka,”
which depicts a proud Polish-Jewish noblewoman, and she wryly advised the audience,
“buy this book, but do not judge it by its cover.”
At the conclusion of the symposium, Hundert
reflected on the personal process that led to the
composition of the book and offered several observations about the many problems raised in his
redefining the notion of modernity. As for the role
of women, raised by Carlebach, Hundert argued
that given 18th-century Jewish sensibilities, where
gender issues were not framed as they are today,
it would be both inappropriate and anachronistic
to present an overly gendered presentation of
women’s role in Polish Jewish society.
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Available in March 2005
iddish linguist Dr. Mordkhe
Schaechter confronts the
stereotype that “there aren’t any
plant names in Yiddish” with
the meticulously researched,
long-awaited Plant Names in
Yiddish, to be published by
YIVO in March. This groundbreaking Yiddish-English-Latin
Dr. Mordkhe
botanical dictionary draws on
Schaechter
literary, scientific, linguistic and
religious sources to document a wealth of Yiddish
plant names — including many dialectal and

✁
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regional variants. It is an essential reference work
for Yiddish speakers and readers, scholars, researchers, culinary and nature enthusiasts, historians, scientists and linguists.
Plant Names in Yiddish is a fascinating study not
only in botany, but also in the development of the
Yiddish language. For example, Schaechter cites
Yiddish terms for willow: sháyne-boym, noted in
the writings of Mendele Moykher-Sforim and A.
Golomb, derived from hoysháyne, hesháyne, sháyne
— “willow twigs used ritually on the holiday of
Sukkoth.” He also notes that Yiddish terms for the
halakhically appropriate vegetable species for a
Passover seder have been documented since at
least the 12th century, and that “potato” is regionally known as búlbe, búlve, bílve, kartófl(ye), kartóplye (!), érdepl, ekhpl, ríblekh, barbúlyes, zhémikes,
mandebérkes, bánderkes, krumpírn, etc. One town in
Galicia, Sanok, at a crossroads of languages and
cultures, boasts five different synonyms for “potato.” Such examples display the richness of the
Yiddish language and its regional diversity.
Several important reference sections
are incorporated into the book, including the English-Yiddish dictionary of botanical terms and
plant parts, which provides
many words not available
in the standard Weinreich
Modern English-Yiddish
Yiddish-English Dictionary.
The “Trilingual LatinEnglish-Yiddish Taxonomic
Dictionary” section helps
those who may know a
word in one language to find it
in another. An extensive index
makes searching easier, and there
is a detailed source bibliography.
There are many cross-referenced
variations of plant words in
Yiddish, a useful tool given the
diversity in spelling, dialect and
region. A special section on orthographical and
morphological variations is also included.
The thoughtful organization and thorough content of Plant Names in Yiddish make it an excellent
resource. Readers can use the book to find definitions of plant words that are not available in other
dictionaries. Scholars can use it to learn more
about Jewish history and the historical Jewish
relationship to the world of plants in the fields of
science, culinary arts, linguistics and folklore.
Teachers and students can build vocabulary by
looking up, defining and using new words.
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Publications

Yiddish-English Botanical Dictionary Goes to Press

The dictionary
lists 13 ways
to say “potato”
in Yiddish.

This book will be available
from the Jewish Book
Center of the Workmen’s
Circle, 45 East 33rd Street,
New York, NY 10016
(212) 889-6800, ext. 285,
or (800) 922-2558, ext.
285, or at the Center for
Jewish History Bookstore
(917) 606-8220.
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Eighty Years Young

Di Organizatsiye
fun der Yidisher
Visnshaft, in
which Nokhum
Shtif outlined how
YIVO was to be
organized (Vilne,
Poland 1925).
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[continued from page 1]

The proponents of the new institute, which they
named Yidisher visnshaftlekher institut — YIVO
(Jewish Scientific Institute) believed that history
was on their side. In the aftermath of World War I
the European powers imposed throughout the
continent previously unheard of laws regarding
national minorities’ rights to self-determination
and to national cultural autonomy. While the newly formed states of Eastern Europe, each with a
large Jewish minority, detested such requirements,
they nevertheless were forced to include pertinent
articles in their constitutions.
In the beginning all that they had to their name
were two documents in which the idea for a Yiddish academic institute was spelled out. The first
was a tiny brochure titled Vegn a yidishn akademishn institut (About a Yiddish Academic Institute)
written in 1924 by the philologist Nokhum Shtif.
Eight typewritten copies were circulated in Berlin,
Vilna, New York and Paris among Yiddish intellectuals whose help in gathering support for the
cause was anticipated. The other document, Vilner
tezisn vegn dem yidishn akademishn institute (Vilna
Theses About a Yiddish Academic Institute) was a
summary of the meeting held on March 24, 1925
by Yiddish teachers in Vilna, at which Shtif’s proposal was discussed and approved. The report
was written by an instructor at the Vilna Jewish
Teachers’ Seminary, Max Weinreich, who from the
beginning was a staunch supporter of the project.
In her memoir, From that Place and Time, Lucy
Dawidowicz writes: “The Yiddishists who created
the YIVO in 1925 had deep faith in its future …
Without financial resources it exploited its intellectual and scholarly resources drawing upon a
whole generation of university-trained Jewish
scholars in a wide variety of disciplines.”
Cecile E. Kuznitz, a young historian who wrote
her dissertation at Stanford on the subject of the
YIVO Institute in Vilna and its relation to Yiddish
scholarship, explains, “YIVO was
born in the wake of World War I,
at a moment when modern Yiddish culture was on the verge of
its fullest flowering. As the most
prestigious institution of its cultural movement YIVO went far
beyond collecting historical documents or publishing academic
monographs to play a central role
in the redefinition of Jewish peoplehood in modern times.”
With little else but faith, a second gathering, this time in Berlin
on August 7-12, 1925 (nine people
in attendance), which called itself
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In 1933 YIVO opened its new research institute in Vilna. Lucy
Dawidowicz would later describe the building as "verdant."

forbaratung (preliminary conference) declared
that, while the time is not yet ripe for a full-scale
founding convention, the work toward the goal
of creating the institute must begin right now,
and they asked Max Weinreich to take the first
steps. On his return to Vilna Weinreich assigned
a room in his apartment to serve as the YIVO’s
temporary quarters, and the Yidisher visnshaftlekher
institut was born. A couple of months later, a
space could be rented for the fledgling institute in
which the YIVO remained for the next eight years.
Eventually, in 1933, YIVO’s own building on 18
Wiwulski Street opened its door bringing in the
process to the new halls the many treasures,
which it amassed for its library and archives in
the space of just a few years.
YIVO concentrated on studying the present conditions, which prevailed among the Jewish people. Language, contemporary culture, ethnography, sociology, psychology – those were the disciplines utilized by YIVO researchers who in the fifteen years of YIVO’s existence in Vilna poured
forth 2500 publications.
When thinking about YIVO during these first 15
years, one is astonished by the great number of
things accomplished in such a short span of time.
There were the research sections, each with its
own program of research work; the library and
the archives, both begun from scratch and both
already famous for their volume and contents; a
Yiddish theater museum; networks of volunteers,
the famous YIVO zamlers organized in 500 circles
around the world who collected printed matter,
and historical and ethnographic documents for
the YIVO collections; brilliantly conceived contests for young people to write their autobiographies; and academic-level courses, the aspirantur
for young Yiddish scholars.
By the end of this period YIVO’s fame and recognition assumed worldwide proportions. And it
was with pride in its accomplishments that in

YIVO reading room in Vilna.

1938, on its 13th anniversary,
YIVO’s board resolved to construct a new wing, which was to
be finished in 1940. The existing
quarters were so cramped that
there was no more space to
accommodate new books and
archival collections. Max Weinreich commented: “YIVO indeed
appears as healthy as a bar
mitzvah boy but its pants are
too short”.
But in 1940 the Vilna YIVO
was in Soviet hands, and a year
later, in the Nazi-occupied Vilna,
the YIVO was no more.

U

***
nder the Nazis, the house
on Wiwulski Street where
YIVO thrived before the war
was turned into “the Ponar of
our Jewish culture,” as Abraham
Sutzkever wrote. There, under
German guard, 20 Jews were
brought each day from the Vilna
ghetto “to dig the graves for our
soul.” The annihilation of Jewish
Vilna was two-pronged: the people — the YIVO workers among
them — perished in the Ponar
killing grounds, on the streets of
the ghetto, and in the concentration camps in Estonia; at the same
time YIVO’s books, manuscripts,
artifacts, as well as collections
from other libraries from Vilna
and surrounding towns were
dumped at YIVO, then a Nazi
depot for looted collections,
where some were selected for
shipment to Germany and the

H

***
alfway around the globe
from Vilna, despair and
faith mixed as the YIVO leaders,
some of them refugees from the
war-torn Europe and the others
members of the Amopteyl (YIVO
American Branch), resolved in
September 1940 to establish YIVO
headquarters “for the duration
of the hostilities” in New York
City. Max Weinreich was among
them, a recent arrival from Europe whom the Farvaltung of the
Vilna YIVO directed to go to the
United States to do whatever
possible for the survival of
the Institute. The temporary measure became
permanent within a short
time, as hope for the recovery of the pre-war
YIVO and return to normalcy evaporated.
To Max Weinreich, the
bond with the Vilna past
was of paramount importance. He once said in his
speech to a YIVO conference: “The fate of the
world Jewry depends
on how much will the
Jews in Jerusalem, and

Moscow, and Buenos Aires,
and first of all in New York,
immerse themselves in the
spirit of Yerushalayim d’Lita.”
Journalist Estelle Gilson of
Present Tense, visiting YIVO in
1975, was moved to write: “The
guardians of YIVO’s treasure
have a deep sense of history
and mission. The explanation
of every YIVO function begins
with tasks defined 50 years ago,
with the fulfillment of dreams
destroyed by the Holocaust. To
understand what YIVO is today
and wants to be tomorrow, one
must go back to the 1920s.”
This was the key to re-starting
YIVO in America: keeping alive
the ties that bind YIVO in America to its predecessor in Vilna;
keeping YIVO a research center
of Yiddish in all its manifestations as the basic tool of Jewish
national culture; maintaining a
position of prominence in the
study of East and Central European Jewry and in the collection
and preservation of related
library and archival collections.
To this, new considerations were
added to anchor the YIVO in the
American-Jewish environment.
Thus, on the one hand the YIVO
would emphasize the influence
of the East European Jewish heritage on the development of the
American Jewish community,
and on the other encourage general studies in Jewish Americana
during the modern period.

YIVO at 80

rest was
marked for
destruction.
One thing
that could
not be extinguished was
faith. What
else would
propel the
Jews working at 18
Wiwulski
Street, members of the
“paper brigade” as they were known in
the ghetto, to snatch from under
their Nazi guards’ noses priceless records of the Jewish past
and, at considerable risk to their
lives, hide them in secret places
or entrust them to their Lithuanian friends.

YIVO leaders
and scholars open
the first of 420
crates of surviving
YIVO materials
newly arrived
from Europe (B.
Manischewitz
Co. warehouse,
Jersey City, NJ)
[continued on page 20] 1947.
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Max Weinreich
Center

NYU New Home of YIVO Zumer-program

Campus of New
York University,
where the Uriel
Weinreich
Program will
be held.

IVO’s Uriel Weinreich Program (UWP) in Yiddish
Language, Literature and Culture will be hosted by New York
University (NYU) beginning in
2005. The program has graduated more than 1,300 students
since its inception in 1968. Its
six-week intensive structure
incorporates grammar, literature
and conversation classes, along
with a full program of scholarly
lectures, cultural workshops
and excursions. Each summer,
the UWP draws students from
around the world who regard
it as an essential experience for
establishing proficiency in the
Yiddish language. The program
was held for many years at
Columbia University, where
the renowned linguist Dr. Uriel
Weinreich (son of Dr. Max Weinreich, also a renowned linguist
and a founder of YIVO) taught
from 1951 to 1967.
The move will enable scholars
to better utilize the resources of
these two important institutions
and to take advantage of their
geographic proximity. NYU was

founded in 1831 and is known
for its research facilities. As one
of the largest private universities in the nation, its 14 schools
and colleges draw a large and
international student population. The UWP is an appropriate
complement to NYU’s impressive offerings of courses in the
Skirball Department of Hebrew
and Judaic Studies, as well as its
Rauch Visiting Professorship in
Yiddish Literature and Culture,
established in 2003.
“Scholars at NYU will be able
to develop a closer relationship
with YIVO and will benefit from
YIVO’s location at the Center for
Jewish History [approximately
one mile from the NYU campus],” noted Dr. Paul (Hershl)
Glasser, Associate Dean of the
Max Weinreich Center and head
of the summer program. “Our
UWP students will also enjoy
improved access to other important centers of Jewish culture in
New York, such as the Lower
East Side and Brooklyn.”
Yiddish continues to be an
important tool for today’s scholars of eastern European Jewish
history. Knowing Yiddish enables them to access primary
sources such as those in the
YIVO Library and Archives, as
well as to teach Yiddish to others, as a significant percentage
of UWP graduates do.

The pioneering UWP remains
one of the few places in the
world where it is possible to
study Yiddish in an intensive,
high-quality learning environment, and it has drawn students
from as far away as Europe,
Israel, South America and Asia,
as well as from all over North
America. Many renowned scholars in the field of Jewish history,
linguistics and literature are
graduates of the UWP. Some
graduates have even returned as
instructors and guest lecturers.
UWP alumni have also created
important artistic and literary
works; translated historical material; taught Yiddish classes;
and revitalized Yiddish language,
literature and culture in communities throughout the world.
Together with NYU, YIVO will
continue providing outstanding
education in Yiddish language,
literature and culture for today’s
scholars. The UWP will continue
to be situated in YIVO’s Max
Weinreich Center and will be
held on the NYU campus in
Greenwich Village. This year,
the program will take place
June 27–August 5, 2005, offering
its full regular schedule of intensive language study at several
levels. For more information,
please call (212) 294-6138, or
visit the YIVO web site at

www.yivo.org.

Zumer in New York,
Summer 2005!

Uriel Weinreich Program
in Yiddish Language,
Literature and Culture

6-week intensive summer program
June 27-August 5
Now on the campus of
New York University
Contact: Miryem-Khaye Seigel,
yidassist@yivo.cjh.org

Tel: (212) 294-6138, Fax: (212) 292-1892
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Faculty–Graduate Student Seminar Reestablished

aculty and Graduate Seminars in Jewish Studies, a
YIVO tradition modeled on
the 1935 Dr. Tsemakh Shabad
Aspirantur program, have been
revived. The driving force behind the renewed program is
Fruma Mohrer, Head Archivist,
who sees them as part of YIVO’s
historic mission to train young
Jewish Studies scholars.
Besides seminars, the program
provides a venue for informal
exchanges of ideas among colleagues, faculty and graduate
students. Before each seminar,
academics, students and others
gather over refreshments.
The 2004–2005 academic year
has already seen four seminars,
each with about 35-40 attendees.
The most recent one, on January 5, featured Deborah Dash
Moore, Professor of Religion
at Vassar College, discussing
“Writing Memory and Writing
History,” based on her recent
book, GI Jews: How World War
II Changed a Generation.
In the inaugural seminar, in
October, Dr. David Engel, Pro-

fessor of Holocaust Studies at
New York University, spoke on
“The Trial of Sholem Schwartzbard and the Defense of Eastern
European Jewry: A Prelude to
the Holocaust?” Engel noted
that the Schwartzbard trial was
one of the first of its kind, an
educational trial at which the
defendant, avowedly guilty of
assassination, was found innocent; his defense cited pogromrelated injustices to Ukrainian
Jews. Engel’s newest book, The
Holocaust and the Writing of
Modern Jewish History, is soon
to be published in Hebrew.
For the second seminar, held
in mid-November, Dr. Carole
Fink, Distinguished Humanities
Professor in History at Ohio
State University, spoke on
the subject of her new book,
Defending the Rights of Others:
The Great Powers, the Jews, and
International Minority Protection,
1878–1938 (Cambridge University Press, 2004). Hasia Diner,
Professor of American Jewish
History at New York University,
addressed the third seminar in

December, on “Before the
Holocaust: Post-World War II
American Jews and the Confrontation with Catastrophe.”
She argued against claims that
American Jews’ awareness of
the Holocaust began in the
1960s, saying they were very
much aware of the scope of the
Holocaust even in the 1940s.
The faculty and graduate seminars, begun in Vilna, were renewed in the 1970s and 1980s by
the Max Weinreich Center for
Advanced Jewish Studies.
Another incarnation of them is
the Uriel Weinreich Program in
Yiddish Language, Literature
and Culture, now looking forward to its 38th summer.
Dr. Chava Lapin, a participant
and YIVO National Board
Member, observed, “The atmosphere of these seminars is professional, but the format and
setting allow for an unfettered
interchange of ideas among professors and students and others
interested in Jewish Studies. We
hope these seminars will continue for a long time.”

Max Weinreich
Center

70-Year-Old Tradition Revived

LECTURES BY RECIPIENTS OF YIVO FACULTY
AND GRADUATE STUDENT FELLOWSHIPS, 2005
The Max Weinreich Center offers more than one dozen research fellowships, primarily for doctoral
candidates and recent Ph.D.s. Our researchers specialize in European and American Jewish history,
labor history, Yiddish literature, Yiddish music, Jewish education, and the Holocaust. These lectures
are free and open to the public. For reservations, please call the CJH Box Office at (917) 606-8200.
DATE

FELLOWSHIP

LECTURER

TOPIC

February 8
7 P.M.

Professor Bernard
Choseed Memorial

Dr. Gur Alroey
University of Haifa

“The Silent Revolution: Jewish Emigration from the
Russian Empire in the Early 20th Century”

February 22
7 P.M.

Dina Abramowicz
Emerging Scholar

Dr. Magdalena Teter
Wesleyan University

“The Legend of the Ger Tsedek of Vilna: Polemics and
Reassurance”

April 19
7 P.M.

Rose and Isadore
Drench Memorial

Dan Link
New York University

“Every Day Was a Battle: Jewish Labor Activists and
the Cold War in New York City”

May 4
7 P.M.

Workmen’s Circle
Dr. Emanuel Patt

Dr. Rakhmiel Peltz
Drexel University

“All in the Family: The Yiddish Culture of the East European
Family” (in Yiddish)
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YIVO at 80
Longtime YIVO
librarian Dina
Abramowicz,
1909 – 2000.
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Eighty Years Young

[continued from page 17]

Faith, it turns out, sometimes can produce miracles, too. For YIVO, recovery of its Vilna archival
and library collections was one such miracle.
Through the devotion and courage of YIVO workers and friends, along with sheer luck, blocks
of the YIVO pre-war archives and library, the surviving remnant of a vibrant Yiddish civilization,
surfaced after the war, in Vilna, in Frankfurt-amMain, outside Marseilles, and then in the postSoviet archives in Vilna, and were brought back
to YIVO.
The YIVO library has grown to more than
350,000 volumes in 12 major languages, the
archives to 22 million document pages. One who
wishes to look deeply at this record would need
to examine all 198 issues of the Yedies/ News of the
YIVO published since 1943, where YIVO projects,
symposia, books, journals, exhibitions, archival
accessions, library acquisitions, and public programs have been heralded. The reader of those
pages will soon realize how forward-looking and
community-oriented YIVO was and is in its projects and vision from one work project to the next.
There were — and there still are — dangers
along the way. And the gravest of these pose a
threat to the continuity of YIVO’s mission. Dan
Miron, at YIVO’s 60th anniversary conference in
1985 expressed it thus: “Against the onslaughts of
an unaccommodating cultural reality it became
progressively more difficult to base one’s work
and intellectual existence on the belief in the living continuity of Yiddish; and yet, without such a
belief, the YIVO could not remain itself.”
Max Weinreich thought that the answer to this
dilemma was to attract the young and bring them
into the YIVO-krayz, the YIVO circle of scholars
and friends. In the late 1960s YIVO began offering
graduate courses in Yiddish and Jewish studies to
university students. The Max Weinreich Center
for Advanced Jewish Studies, and the Uriel Weinreich Program in Yiddish Language, Literature
and Culture were both launched in 1968, and each
continues today. Former YIVO students now teach
Jewish Studies topics in a variety of schools.
Eighty years from its founding in Vilna, YIVO is
undergoing transformations and change. Settled
in the campus of the Center for Jewish History,
where it shares the physical plant and the intellectual purpose with other like-minded Jewish scholarly and cultural institutions, its collections benefit greatly from being housed in the modern, wellappointed building. Its library and archival resources are easily accessible to the public through
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Participants in YIVO’s 60th anniversary celebration, held at
Temple Emanuel in New York, 1985.

new technologies, online catalogs and electronic
finding aids. In these new quarters YIVO is able
to realize an ambitious and diverse program of
public events.
YIVO workers and associates are producing
scholarly and educational tools, which will enrich
the existing resources in Eastern European Jewish
history and in Yiddish culture. As was reported in
the most recent issues of Yedies, innovative projects such as the EPYC/Educational Program on
Yiddish Culture and the companion web site are
up and running. Work continues on the multivolume YIVO Encyclopedia of Jews in Eastern Europe
and The Gruss-Lipper Digital Archive on Jewish life
in Poland is being created. This is good news not
just for students but for anyone interested in Yiddish culture and in the Jewish milieu in which 80
years ago YIVO was born.

Today YIVO is housed in the modern Center for Jewish
History in New York.

Jewish Music Begins at Home

T

he Max and Frieda Weinstein Archive of YIVO Sound
Recordings is not only a repository of older music but also an
inspiration for new music. YIVO
proved to be a major resource
for aspiring klezmorim when it
issued the LP Klezmer Music
1910-1942 in 1980, a reissue of
78 rpm recordings from the
Sound Archive compiled and
annotated by Henry Sapoznik.
“It is not an overstatement to
say that the ‘klezmer revival’ of
the last 25 years would not have
happened without the holdings
of the YIVO Sound Archive,”
observes Lorin Sklamberg,
YIVO Sound Archivist.
The LP recordings of klezmer
music document both developments in the 1950s and the
resurgence in the late 1970s.
Earlier musicians include Dave
Tarras and Sam Musiker (with
their great klezmer concept
album, Tanz!), the Epstein
Brothers, Paul Pincus and Marty
Levitt. The Yiddish-American
klezmer revival began with the
Berkeley-based Klezmorim’s
record East Side Wedding and
subsequent debut discs by
Boston’s Klezmer Conservatory
Band, New York City’s Kapelye
and the duo of Andy Statman
and Walter Zev Feldman.
Klezmer is just one of the
genres collected by the Sound
Archive in its collection of
“long-playing” 33 rpm discs
(LPs). These LPs, introduced
by Columbia Records in 1948,
offered improved sound fidelity
and expanded playing time,
while the 12.5-inch square sleeve
provided greater opportunity
for eye-catching graphics, program notes and photographs.
The LP ushered in an exploration of diverse musical idioms in
both secular and Jewish music.
The YIVO Sound Archive provides visitors with the entire
range of Ashkenazic music and

spoken word with 40 years of
LPs. Cantorial music was enormously popular. The archives
offer both reissues of older recordings by Joseph Rosenblatt
and Gershon Sirota and rare
discs by contemporary artists
like Cantor Sidney Shicoff (the
father of opera star Neil Shicoff)
and Cantor Bela Herskovits, a
member of the Hungarian
Underground during World War
II famously profiled on the television program “This is Your
Life” in 1956.
Synagogue chant is rendered
by Bas Sheva, Jean “Shaindele”
Gornish and Freydele Oysher, as
well as the “Boy Wonder Cantor”
Hershele Lebovits. The Malavsky
Family Choir, the “Singers of
Israel,” pioneered the
“concept album” with
their LP, The Passover
Festival.
Yiddish song ranges
from Jewish-American
favorites like the Barry
Sisters, Theodore Bikel
and Ruth Rubin to international singers like
Simon Ossovitzky and
David Eshet (Israel),
Max Zalkind (Argentina)
and Leo Fuld (Netherlands). Yiddish art song
is represented on albums
by Sarah Gorby, Marina
Gordon and virtually the
complete LP output of
the great bass Sidor
Belarsky. A special release documenting the
repertoire of North American
traditional singer Mariam
Nirenberg was produced by Dr.
Barbara Kirshenblatt-Gimblett
and issued by YIVO in 1986.
Jewish-American humor of the
Barton Brothers, Herschel
Bernardi, Lee Tully, Eli Basse,
Benny Bell, Allan Sherman,
Mickey Katz and Jackie Mason
is all available for listening,
as are readings of Sholem

Aleichem and Peretz (by Dina
Halpern), Elihu Tenenholts,
Tsuny Rymer and Herts Grosbard. Rarities include Isaac
Bashevis Singer, Jacob Glatstein,
Abraham Sutzkever and Leo
Rosten reading from their own
works.
The YIVO Sound Archive’s LP
collection also includes a diverse
sampling of music from Israel,
Sefardic and Mizrahi music,
Hasidic nigunim old and new,
contemporary liturgical song,
classical compositions, music
for children and stage and film
scores.
The Max and Frieda Weinstein
Archive of YIVO Sound Recordings, adjacent to the reading
room of the Center for Jewish

History, is open to all by
appointment and continues to
expand its collections through
the generous donation of sound
recordings. If you have any LPs,
78s, CDs or tapes of Jewish
material, we invite you to
contact Lorin Sklamberg at
(212) 294-6169 or via e-mail at

Collections

The YIVO Sound Archive and the Rebirth of Klezmer

East Side
Wedding (1977),
one of the albums
that started the
Yiddish-American
klezmer revival.

lsklamberg@yivo.cjh.org.
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Archives

American Jews Respond

O

Patriotic Songs From World War II

It also urges American
n the 350th anniverJews to lend a hand in
sary of Jewish life in
the war effort, to “drive
America, YIVO’s Music
away the ones who
Archives has been paying
strive to usurp your
special attention to its Yidthreshold, then your
dish patriotic songs,
country, your freedom
many from World War II.
and your right.”
They express love and
Still another song of
devotion for America and
1941 enunciates love
reflect the feelings of
and readiness to defend
Jews during that trying
the American flag. The
period.
love expressed in the
Two songs encourage
song is for “the land of
Jews to purchase war
the free and the brave,”
bonds as a repayment of
with “laws of brothertheir debt to America. In
hood” and “opportunity
the first, “Koyft war bonds
for each one who has
un stamps” (Buy War
courage.” This love
Bonds and Stamps), with
implies defense of
lyrics by Louis Stein and
America and its flag:
music by Sidney S.
Cahan (1942), the words
And always your flag,
celebrate America and
which I hold high
stress the need to help
Will be dear to me
this country in its
I will always defend it
“Koyf a Bond” (Buy a Bond), with words by Zigmund
defense. America is
And will die for it also.
Zauberman and music by Lipa Feinfold (1942).
described as a place
where “freedom is very
Men tor keyn tsayt farlirn,
Un shtendik vet mir tayer zayn
important,” where “you can
Koyft milkhome Bonds un Stamps,
Dayn flag ikh halt im hoykh,
come from everywhere” and
Tsum zig vet es undz firn.
Kh’vel tomid im farteydikn,
Koyft di War Bonds, koyft di
Un shtarbn far im oykh.
“there is no difference between
Stamps,
Christian and Jew.” Listeners are
“The central themes of the
Veln mir ale bald derlebn di nekome.
exhorted to “pay your bill to
songs — defense of the flag, of
Uncle Sam”:
The second song, “Koyf a bond” freedom and liberty — were
(Buy
a Bond), with words by
Buy war bonds, buy stamps,
prime motives in American patriZigmund
Zauberman and music otic songs of the period and
Help America win the war;
by Lipa Feinfold (1942), urges
Buy war bonds, buy stamps,
were carried over to contempoSo Hitler will be defeated.
Jews to buy a bond and to lend
rary Yiddish songs,” noted
Help the country in its
a hand in the war effort. Bonds
YIVO Music Archivist Chana
defense,
should be purchased by rich
Mlotek. “Praise and devotion to
You can’t waste any time,
and poor:
the United States of America
Buy war bonds and stamps,
were expressed in other songs
It will lead us to victory.
Don’t stand aside; extend your
published in the 1940s and
Buy war bonds, buy stamps,
hand
helped raise morale while inAnd we will be able to
Pay a debt, carry your flag high,
spiring and encouraging coopertriumph over the enemy.
Buy a U.S. bond as soon as
you can
ation and participation in the
And
see
that
your
friend
war effort.”
Koyft di War Bonds, koyft di
should
do
the
same.
These song sheets are part of
Stamps,
Helft amerike gevinen di
the voluminous collection of
milkhome;
Shtey nit op, un shtrek oys a hant,
published Yiddish music preKoyft di War Bonds, Koyft di
Batsol a khoyv, halt hoykh
served in the YIVO Archives
Stamps,
dayn fon;
and frequently requested and
Vet Hitler shoyn lign in der
Koyf vos shneler a U.S. Bond,
utilized by the public.
adome;
Helft dos land in dem defense,
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Un ze dayn fraynd zol oykh
dos ton.

A

Arthur Nunberg, 1913 – 2005

Jewish Labor Activist

rthur (Alter)
Nunberg (z”l)
was born in the
town of Wolbrom,
near Cracow, Poland. His parents,
who were merchants,
provided their son
with both a traditional — Hassidic (in
Zawiercie) and
Mussar (in Bedzin)
— and a modern
education; and he
became a sales clerk in a stationery store. As a
teen, he joined the Sosnowiec branch of the
Youth-Bund Tsukunft movement, which advocated democracy, socialism and Jewish cultural
autonomy, with an emphasis on the Yiddish
language. His labor union activism got Nunberg arrested three times and cost him his job.
During World War II, Nunberg was an inmate
in several Nazi concentration and labor camps,
including Bergen-Belsen. The United States
Army liberated him from the Daimler-Benz factory complex in Ludwigslust, Germany, on
May 1, 1945. In the Feldafing Displaced Persons
Camp he met his future wife, Bluma Glickstein,
who was also active in the Bund. At Feldafing,
the couple participated in the camp’s Yiddish
theater troupe.
Later, living in New York City, Nunberg
worked as a tailor of ladies’ coats and was
active in Local 117 of the International Ladies
Garment Workers Union. However, the
Nunbergs’ primary activities continued to be
Yiddish-oriented. Arthur Nunberg was a leading Bund activist and a member of its World
Coordinating Committee. He served as a leader
of the Arthur Zygelbojm Branch (#349) of the
Workmen’s Circle and as a member of the
Workmen’s Circle National Executive
Committee. The couple’s other commitments
included the Katsetler Farband (a survivors
group) and the Volbrom Zaglembier Farband.
Nunberg was a strong supporter of the Jewish
Labor Committee and of YIVO until his recent
death.
In 2004, Bluma and Arthur Nunberg donated
their papers to the YIVO Archives. Arthur
Nunberg passed away in January.

HISTORY

• Allan B. Dolgow donated Valentin Slovatshevski’s
account of the 1919 pogrom in Kamenny Brod,
Ukraine.

• Rabbi Jerry Schwarzbart of the Jewish Theological
Seminary donated an anonymous, 115-page Yiddish
manuscript about the town of Byten, Ukraine, found
among the papers of the late Rabbi Abraham Karp.

• Eda Rak donated (via YIVO National Board member
Solomon Krystal) the papers of her father, Yiddish
journalist Meyer Rak.

Archives

New Accessions to the YIVO Archives

• Dr. Benjamin Nadel provided additional documents for
the records of the Jewish Labor Bund.
• Max Zakon donated the late Abraham Friedman’s collection of historical materials about American Jewry in
the 1920s.
• Herbert A. Bernhard gave additional Jewish historical
documents to the collection that bears his name. These
documents range from the 18th century to the 1940s,
and are predominantly from Central Europe and the
Middle East.

• Meyer and Diane Malakoff donated Yiddish materials
mostly relating to American Jewish history in the 1940s
and 1950s.
• Shevi Herbstman donated the original Yiddish manuscript Epic of Survival: Twenty-Five Centuries of AntiSemitism, written by Samuel Glassman, her father.

1947 Gathering
of survivors
• Historical materials were also donated by Marjorie
observing the 5th
Hecht, Lenore Karp (San Antonio, Texas, Public Library),
anniversary of the
Fruma Mohrer, Dr. Carl Rheins and Dominque Torrioneextermination of
Vouilloz (University of Geneva).
the Jewish com[continued on page 24] munity of Brzezin,
Poland on May
15, 1942. Donor:
Eda Rak.
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Archives

New Accessions

French Jewish
historian Marc
Bloch (R) while
serving in the
French military
during World War
I. Donor: Carole
Fink.

[continued from page 23]

LANDSMANSHAFTN
AND FAMILY HISTORIES

• Robin Kraus of the New York State
Department of Insurance Liquidation Bureau donated records of
the following societies: Bendiner
Warshauer Benevolent Society,
Beserabier Podolier Benevolent
Society, Bronx Old Age Fund, Chios
Jewish Brotherhood, Community
Sons of Israel, Congregation Zera
Jacob, Congregation Leiser Gans
(Przemysl), Crown of Israel Anshei
Wiznitz Society, Erster Romaner
Kranken Untershtitsungs Verein,
First Bialykaminer Aid Society, First
Bolechover Society, First Buzuer
Benevolent Association, First
Klimantoff Sick and Benevolent
Association, First Nova-Ushitzer
Benevolent Society, Homler
Young Men’s Society, Hyfin Society, Independent Rabe Meyer
Przemyslaner Congregation (First
Rabbi Meyer Przemyslaner Sick
and Benevolent Society), Irving B.
Vigdor Foundation, Kreminitzer
Congregation, Knightly Friends
Association, Petrikower Young
Men’s Benevolent Society, Society
for Bible Reading Rabbi Yaakov
Kopel of Tarnopol and Bialkamien,
Soloker Beneficial Society, Sons of
Jacob Tictiner, South Brooklyn
Lodge # 174 (Independent Order
Brith Abraham), and the Welfare
Liberty Fraternal and Benevolent
Association.

Vilna Yiddish Teachers Seminary students at summer camp (c. 1930). Donors: Berl
and Lee Golomb.
• Pearl Grumet donated the records
of the United Dubienker Relief
Committee.

• Ms. Susser donated the records of
Congregation Bikur Cholim Bnei
Jacob Ladies’ Auxiliary of Brooklyn.
• Robert Lantz donated the constitution of the First Yezierna Sick and
Benevolent Society.
• Selma and Irwin Ehrenfreund donated the constitution of the First
Toporower Ladies’ Sick and Benevolent Society.

• Harry Aizenstat donated the constitution of Congregation Kesser Israel
of Springfield, Massachusetts.
• Michael Nolan donated the 15th anniversary
(1939) journal of the
Independent Hebrew
Ladies’ and Men’s
Benevolent Society of
New York.

• The following individuals donated family
history documents:
Stanley I. Batkin (with
translations by Esther
Newman), Emily R.
Birnbaum, Mildred
Citron (documents of
Jean [Sheindl] Fleischer),
Agatha Cinader (extensive documents of Hilda
Schein), David Hirschman, Rabbi Manes
Kogan (documents
of the AbramowitzAbrams-Ames family),
Ted Matlow, Allan
Nadler, Robert Nedwich,
Marjorie Osheroff (via
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Evelyn R. Benson), Saul Ostrow,
Vicky Richards and Frances Witzel.

HOLOCAUST

• Esther Mishkin, a YIVO volunteer,
donated a speech about her experiences in the Kovno ghetto.
• Izhak Levine donated his unpublished memoir of his childhood,
surviving in Germany and in
occupied Belgium and France.

• Celina Hecht donated her unpublished memoir of survival, as a
child, in the Bialystok ghetto and
on the “Arian side.”

• Henry L. Gitelman gave a draft of
the unpublished Slawatycze,
Poland, memorial book, which he
edited, while most of the research
was done by the late Dr. Michal
Grynberg of the Jewish Historical
Institute in Warsaw.

• Herman Benson donated a collection of documents of the Polish
government-in-exile, as well as others relating to American Zionism
during the war years.
• Arthur Nunberg donated additional documents for his papers, many
of which relate to his survival in
occupied Poland and in Nazi
Germany.

• Prof. Dov Levin provided additional documents for his papers, many
relating to the destruction of Jewish
communities in the Baltic States.
• Prof. Carole Fink donated her fully
arranged collection of copies of letters and other documents that
served as raw material for her
biography of Marc Bloch, the great

Rae Berkowitz Harris (center) visiting Salzburg-Hallein D.P.
Camp in Austria (1947). Donor: Dr. Charles Harris.
French Jewish historian executed
in occupied France. This collection
provides a single location for thousands of documents, which, as originals, are dispersed in dozens of
repositories in several countries.

LANGUAGE, LITERATURE
AND CULTURE

• Samuel Gottfarstein donated
the first installment of the extensive papers of his father, Joseph
Gottfarstein, the polyglot editor,
essayist and translator. These
include letter exchanges with
many prominent Jewish cultural
figures, particularly in France.

• Yiddish poet Mates Olitsky donated his papers (via Solomon Krystal,
YIVO National Board member).

• Israel Schwarz
and Shoshana
Wachsman donated
a collection of letters addressed to
their father, Joseph
Schwarz, which are
from many Jewish
cultural figures,
including Dr. Max
Weinreich, YIVO
founder.

• Dr. Chava Lapin, YIVO National
Board member, donated a dedication to her father-in-law, the
Yiddish poet Berl Lapin, made by
Kolya Teper, the near-legendary
translator and political activist.

• Fay and Marvin Itzkowitz donated
materials on the celebration for the
100th birthday of Yiddish teacher,
editor and essayist Itche Goldberg.

• Shane Baker donated the subscriber
and supporter database, in card
format, of the Congress for Jewish
Culture from the 1950s and 1960s,
comprised of data on several thousand lovers of Yiddish culture.

• Fern Kant donated the text of
the High Holiday services of the
Secular Jewish Community of
Greater Philadelphia.

• Norma Shavell Coty provided
additional documents on her stepfather, Israel Muraskin, who served
as Educational Director of the
Spinoza Institute of America.

THEATER AND MUSIC

• Alane Faber and Bob Tartel each
made donations of Yiddish adaptations of Gilbert and Sullivan
operettas created by Miriam
Walowit and Al Grand.

• Marilyn Michaels donated supplementary materials about the career
of her mother, Freydele Oysher, the
Yiddish singer and actress.

• The Bessarabian Yiddish singer
and actress Anna Ginzburg donated
materials about her performing
career.
• Than Wyenn donated (via YIVO
volunteer Renee Miller) Judith and
Solomon Berkovitz’s dramatization,
in Yiddish, of Y. L. Peretz’s story,
“The Arendar.”

Archives

Olitsky’s literary
career started in
prewar Poland, as
did the Yiddish
poetic careers of
his brothers Leyb
and Borekh.

• The Directors of the Rock Theater
in Dresden donated a large collection of recent Yiddish song compositions.
• Jerry Goodman donated Yiddish
sheet music.

• Maggie Williams donated an expanded version of Alan Bilgora’s
article on famous cantors.

• Jeffrey M. Pines donated Yiddish
78-rpm recordings, including test
pressings of the great Yiddish
singer Isa Kremer.

• Alfred and Dorothy Gelberg donated Yiddish 78-rpm recordings,
as well as supplementary materials to the papers of the Yiddish
Socialist editor Yizhak LevinShatskes.

• Recordings of Jewish music were
donated by David Abramowitz,
Rubin Adler (via Ruth Edelheit),
Isaac Arbus, Terry Buchalter,
Stephen C. Gerard, Dr. Milton
Ivker, Rabbi Moshe Lerer, Jack
Milgrom, Paul Nash, Allan Raskin
and Louis Sole.

FILMS, PHOTOGRAPHS
AND ART OBJECTS

• Gerta Harriton donated twentyeight 8”x10” photographs taken by

[continued on page 26]

• Esther Brunstein donated manuscripts of Yiddish songs of the
London-based folk composer,
Majer Bogdanski.

• Malke Gottlieb donated manuscripts of Emil Gorovets, the Soviet
Yiddish composer and singer.

Nephew and niece of Ida Matlow
(Pilviskiai, Lithuania, c. 1918). Donor:
Ted Matlow.

• Miriam Gittelson donated a large
collection of materials about the
career of the Polish Yiddish actress
Ida Kaminska.

Trick photograph taken in Tarr’s Studio in Harlem (New York
City, 1913). Donor: Marjorie Osheroff.
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Archives

New Accessions

her father-in-law, David M. Harriton, in Warsaw
in 1937. These dynamic images present street life
of the Old Town as well as Yiddish commercial
signage.

[continued from page 25]

• Berl and Lee Golomb donated 30 photographs
from interwar Poland, primarily of Yiddish school
groups, which belonged to the Yiddish educator
Avrom Golomb, whose papers are in the YIVO
Archives.
• Aida Rauch donated photographs of Yiddish
schools in Vilnius and in Wysokie Litewskie
(Vysokoye), Belarus.

• Dr. Charles Harris, with the assistance of Catherine
Madsen of the National Yiddish Book Center,
donated two albums made in recognition of his
mother’s volunteer accomplishments for the ORT
vocational school in the displaced persons camp
of Salzburg-Hallein in Austria. The albums
document an inspection visit by Rae Harris, then
President of Women’s American ORT, made
in 1947.
• Henry Kellen donated photographs of Jewish life
in Berlin in 1946.

• Shira Loewenberg of the United Jewish Communities
donated seven cartons of film reels on Jewish life in
various countries.

• Video materials were donated by Aliya Cheskis-Cotel,
Shuli Eshel (via YIVO National Board member Dr.
Arnold Richards) and Victor and Toni Jo Friedmann.
• Posters were donated by George Birman, Roselyn
Hirsch and by the Institute for Jewish Studies of the
Heinrich Heine University in Dusseldorf.

Niedzwiedz family
portrait (Warsaw,
Poland, 1929).
Donor: Robert
Nedwich.

• Marcia Bernstein, Michelle Frank, Dr. Joseph Stremlin
and Beatrice Silverman Weinreich donated antique
Jewish postcards.
• Herbert Scherer donated many postcards and family
letters, which were translated by Esther Newman.

• Rita Kramer donated a woodcut by the American Jewish

Recording of the comedy team Dzigan and Szumacher
(France, c. 1950). Donor: Paul Nash.

artist Todros Geller, in memory of her mother, Sophie
Joffe Blumenthal.

• Eva C. Graham donated a watercolor by the American
Jewish artist Irwin Hoffman.

• Aline Shader donated (via Deborah Bogin Cohen and
Bernard Wax of the American Jewish Historical Society)
a papercut, done in the Polish Jewish style, by Dr. James
Moorehead, in memory of Dr. Richard I. Shader.

• Pearl Paul donated (via Emily R. Birnbaum) a handembroidered tallis bag made in Russia circa 1890.

• Art objects and art-related materials were donated by
Samaris Ayala, Cynthia and Alan Epstein, Irene Lamm,
Samuel Podemski, and Carol Rosen.

Bund activist Yosl Fryszer and his daughter (Chrzanow,
Poland, 1930s). Donor: Arthur Nunberg.
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YIVO In History

I

Education and YIVO Help Rescue Remnant of the Past

n each issue of Yedies, we report on the news that was of
concern to YIVO members more than half a century ago.
As Yedies Issue No. 9 indicates, in September 1946, Jews
worldwide were recovering from the unthinkable, and the
spontaneous activities of YIVO branches worldwide, from
Europe, to China, to Argentina, and to the U.S., gave them
hope. Nourished by a tradition of popular Jewish educa-

tion that had eluded Nazi destruction, collectors and scholars resumed their work of rescuing remnants of the past
and collecting evidences of life in the present. YIVO’s distinctive combination of Jewish scholars and educated lay
people made Jewish scholarship into a link that united
local communities and connected them with Jewish life
throughout the Diaspora.
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Letters

Letters to YIVO
Letters should be sent to YIVO at 15 West 16th Street, New York, NY 10011-6301 or via
e-mail to efischer@yivo.cjh.org.

Family in Prague

I have a letter from the Council
of Jewish Communities of Bohemia and Moravia (located in
Prague) from 1946. I will be in
Prague…and would like to contact either that organization or a
successor of it in order to locate
the last known addresses of my
family members in Prague. Are
you able to direct me to the appropriate contact to receive this
information? I would appreciate
any input I can receive from you
in this regard.
Celia Cizes (e-mail)
Reply: We suggest you log on to
the web site of the Jewish Museum
of Prague:

Under “Research Activities and
Services” you will see that they can
help you trace your relatives. Send
them an e-mail with your questions
and take it from there.
www.jewishmuseum.cz/aindex.htm

***

Klezmer Recordings
from Pre-War Poland

I am a Polish ethnomusicologist
from the universities in Wroclaw
and in Poznan. For a couple of
years I have been carrying out
research on the music of Polish
Jews. I have made recordings of
music performed in Poland,
Ukraine and some other places
today, but I would like to know
if there are any older recordings
of the Jewish music from the territories of pre-war Poland — just
from Poland, not from the emigrants from Poland in America
or in Israel. Is the catalogue of
YIVO accessible on the Internet?
Bozena Muszkalska
Prof. of the Department of Musicology
University of Wroclaw and
University of Poznan
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Reply: Thanks for your inquiry.
The YIVO Sound Archives has at
least a couple of hundred commercial recordings by Jewish performers of cantorial, klezmer, theater
and comedy material, made in Poland or other East European locations. Unfortunately our catalog is
not yet available online. YIVO
Sound Archivist Lorin Sklamberg,
lsklamberg@yivo.cjh.org, can
offer you further assistance.

***

Jewish Organizations
in World War I

Could you direct me to sources
where I could study the attitude
of Jews and Jewish organizations in countries involved in
World War I?
Michael Gordon
Melbourne, Australia
Reply: The following bibliographic
citations will be of assistance to
you:
• Destruction of the Jews in
Poland, Galicia and Bukovina,
S. An-ski (in Yiddish)
• Black Book of Russian Jewry,
Simon Dubnow

• “Jews in World War I: A Brief
Historical Sketch,” Abraham G.
Duker

• Der shvartser bukh (The Jews
in the Eastern War Zone), Viliam
Foyznak

• The Attitude of American Jews
to World War I, the Russian
Revolutions of 1917, and Communism (1914-1915), Zosa
Szajkowski (Ktav Publishing,
January 1972)

• The War for the World, Israel
Zangwill

***

Chmielnik Society

I am the project coordinator
(under the auspices of Norman
Weinberg) for the restoration of
the Siedlecka cemetery, which
serviced Chmielnik and the surrounding towns and villages. I
am wondering if you have any
information concerning the families of the Chmielnik Society or
how I would contact them.
We are having a web site built
and if there is any information
or pictures you have of the area
or the people, we would like to
display them on the web site.
It is our hope to restore the
cemetery, catalog those buried
there and take pictures of each
headstone found. Any assistance
you can render would be greatly
appreciated.
Howard Nightingale
Toronto, Canada

Reply: The YIVO Archives has in
its holdings the records of the
Chmielniker Sick and Benevolent
Society. The information is located
in RG 1081. It spans the years
from 1935 to 1978.

***

Shanghai Survivor

There is an elderly Polish man
who is a survivor, and I have
been trying with reasonable
success to have him tell his
life story. Do you know of a
program that would more professionally capture his story?
Peter Lener
Bronx, New York

Reply: The Shoah Foundation
embarked 10 years ago on a project
to interview all Holocaust survivors. If this person was missed,
you can contact the foundation at
1-818-777-6869 or www.vhf.org.

Singer in Translation

Have all of Isaac Bashevis
Singer's books been translated
into Polish?
Yashmun James
via e-mail

Reply: YIVO has compiled a list
of 42 Isaac Bashevis Singer books
available in Polish editions. These
include, among many others:
• Niewolnik/The Slave (Warsaw:
Alfa, 1991)
• Sztukmistrz z Lublina/
Magician of Lublin (Warsaw:
Biblioteka Bestsellerow, 1995)
• Szatan w Goraju/Satan in
Goray (Warsaw: Sagittarius,
1992)
• Pokutnik/The Penitent (Torun:
Crime and Thriller, 1992)
• Rodzina Muszkatow/ Family
Moskat (Warsaw: Dom
Ksiegarski i Wydawniczy
Fundacji Polonia, 1992)
•Urzad Mojego Ojca/ In My
Father's Court (Warsaw: BIS
1992)
YIVO would be glad to provide the
full list, with Polish, English and
Yiddish titles, to other interested
readers upon request.

***

Workmen’s Circle
Records

I understand that you are a
repository for Workmen Circle
records. I am in possession of a
membership certificate in my
mother’s name, dated May 24,
1923. Please advise if you
would be interested in this historical document. I was a student at the Workmen’s Circle
afternoon shule as a young child
and am Yiddish-speaking, and I
treasure my Yiddish heritage.
My mother passed away in 1971
at an Arbeter Ring Nursing
Home in New Jersey.
Frances Silverstein Witzel
via e-mail

Reply: YIVO would be glad add to
add this document to our holdings,
especially since YIVO is the official
repository of AR records. The certificate would be separately cataloged, and kept under professional
archival conditions. YIVO will contact you to confirm safe arrival, and
you will receive a thank-you letter
with an accession number. If possible, please provide us with at least
basic biographic information
regarding your mother.

***

A Yiddish “Saying”

I have a friend who would
dearly love for me to reproduce
for her the Yiddish saying “Man
plans while God laughs” in
needlecraft. Unfortunately,
I am unfamiliar with the Yiddish
alphabet ... and am unable to
translate this for her without
ruining the “surprise.” Would
you be able to provide me with
the Yiddish translation of this
expression?
Susan Singley
Great Mills, MD
Reply: The original Yiddish
(transliterated into the English
alphabet) is “Der mentsh trakht un
Got lakht.”

***

Sweetbreads —
Nostalgia

At dinner tonight a group of us
was remembering typical Jewish
foods and somebody came up
with “sweetbreads”, but nobody could remember this
dish's Yiddish name. Would
you please help us? Our list of
foods was quite long, but this
stumped everybody.
Ethel Genes (e-mail)
Reply: Our dictionaries all
list grashitse as the Yiddish
equivalent.

Displaced Persons
Camps

I am currently a Ph.D. student at
New York University in Jewish
Education ... and wondering
how I can make use of some of
the archival material that you
have at YIVO. In particular I
am currently researching a
paper on Zionist education in
the displaced persons camps
after the Holocaust, and I was
interested in finding primary
sources — memoirs, archival
documents, etc., related to this
topic.
David Bryfman
New York City

Letters

Letters to YIVO

Reply: We have the newspapers of
the DP camps on microfilm. Also
in the YIVO Archives, information on the DP camps is contained
in RG 294.1–4.

***

Acquiring YIVO-bleter

I am a history student at University College Northampton,
United Kingdom. I am in my
final year of study, and I am
doing my dissertation on the
Holocaust experience in
Lithuania. I was wondering if
there is any way for me to
acquire the 1997 edition of
YIVO-bleter, which was about
the Lithuanian experience?
John McDermott
United Kingdom
Reply: All four issues of the
new series of YIVO-bleter are
available from: Jewish Book
Center of Workmen's Circle, 45
East 33rd Street, New York, NY
10016, (212) 889-6800 ext. 285
or (800) 922-2558 ext. 285,

www.jewishbookcenter.com
or by e-mail at book@circle.org.
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k†nT iup ,ughsh
†uuHh ogbup gyfhagd

,ughsh irgnub hs iup gngy hs
iguugd zht rgcht †s ieurs rhn x†uu
(xebhk †s) 9 'nub ogbht /dbu˙bTc
/ruybTrhPxT rgs idguu ign yc˙ra
id†rygd 1935 ybhz hz y†v gbkhuu iht
y†v †s `sTcTa jnm r"s ign†b ogs
1945 iht iut 1940 iht y˙bTc hz ign
-huum /hkc ikup iht iguugd ihua hz zht
r"s :y˙m rgbgh iup xrgrgk hs ia
r"s wkc†b vnka r"s wl˙rb˙uu xeTn
`hemTa çegh r"s wrgkvTn ktpr
k†x 'p†rP wi†xc†eTh iTn†r 'p†rP
wrgrvgk auchhk wgp†h Tsuh `ihmPhk
kjr werTn ksuh whexbhayagk çegh
ign y†v /rgmhbahuu-ihhyabrgc
:,ughsh hs iht ichragd
;rTs ypTabxhuu gahsHh hs
T icgk iahsHh iht ikhPa
rgsgh huu gk†r grgxgrd
icgk iht ypTabxhuu grgsbT
hs zun isHhÕ˙c /rgekgp iup
l†b ogkT .ujT ypTabxhuu
-hkF T iup gk†r hs irhpxhut

rgakTp idge ;nTe iht ihhz
T i˙z iut [///] ghmTnr†pbht
iup kTuue rgfgkz†krTp
hPkF ghmTnr†pbht rgshk†x
[///] /icgk iahsHh idguu .uj
wigz um dbhrd zht ogs ,njn
ehyfhuu huzT zht xg x†uu rTp
xeUuuf†b T idguu idr†z um
/ypTabxhuu rgahsHh rgs rTp
w1946 rgcngyPgx w16 'nub ogbht
ehrum †uuHh rgsI :P†eyPhuv rgs zht
xyfgr iybut /"ghmuyhyxbht-ykguu T
rgcht †uuHhI ogs idguu rhn igbghhk
rgs iht ir†uu w"ykguu rgr†d rgs
iygyhn†e ipTagd lhz ic†v y˙m
w˙fbTa iht "†uuHh iup sb˙rpI
wok†ve†yx wiuuTvbP†e wiruckgn
/zhrTP iut i†sb†k woTsrgyxnT
gahsHh iup †y†p T †s lhut zht'x
wuugHe) xrguy-kkF iut xrgc˙ra
wayhuu†bnke dhkgz :hhz iahuum /(1920
rguu†ehrgay uvhkt iut ;hya oujb
sus w(xrguy-†uuHh gehsrgygPa gkT)
†eyhuue chhk iut i†xkgdrgc
/(xrgc˙ra gahyguu†x :rgygPa)

z
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(1951 wer†h-uhb) .bgrgpb†e-†uuHh gyx25 hs
rgs iup xghyTPnhx gxhurd hs eurs
-kT ogs um ypTakgzgd rgahsHh
rgahsHh rgs rTp rgybgm ifgkykguu
-bxTn rgs /ypTabxhuu iut ruykue
r†pbgnTzum ogs iht khhyb† rgehs
-b† T iup iyTdgkgs 150 rgcht)
khp iut rgsbgk dbhksbgm ickTvyrgs
rgyrgsbuv hs w(yxgd rgyrgsbuv
hs wykguu ieg gkT iup igdbuxhrdTc
-Tzum iphut iyTcgs gehsgcgk rghhz
gphy hs yegkPybT ic†v r†pbgn
-hsHh rgs iup yhheyrhxgrgybhtrTp
rgs iht yhhefgkypTakgzgd rga
iyTykuzgr hs lrus /†uuHh iup ygcrT
iup igbTdr† hs iht ikTuu hs iup
-gd ykgyagdyxgp zht yuyhyxbht

rgahsHh rgs um
yhhefgkybpg
r†pbgnTzum rgfgkykguukT rgs
-hyxbht ifgkypTabxhuu iahsHh iup
hs iht gbkhuu iht iykTvgdP† wyuy
w1935 yxudhut iy19-iy14 iup dgy
iht dbTkeP† iehfkhv T igbupgd y†v
lhut huu wykguu rgahsHh rgmbTd rgs
rgbhhngdkT rgs iup iz˙re hs iht
y†v r†pbgnTzum rgs /ypTabxhuu
iup kFv-lx T yrhpgdrgybut r†b yhb
-rTp hs rTp †uuHh iup iguyphut hs
yhhehygy i˙z iup r†h igm gbgdbTd
vdrsn gfhuv hs yrhyxgphbTn iut
wygcrT rgfgkypTabxhuu i˙z iup
-xhut oum yfTrcgd lhut y†v r†b

xgeb†k grgbhrd

sb˙rp grgzsbut ium
rhn ic†v r†h 80 grgzsbut iht
x†s rgc† wyfhhrdrgs lx T ihua
-um i˙z idgn rhn zT wyahb yxhhv
x†s /igdbufhhrdrgs hs iup ishrp
igb˙z xg xhurd huu wzhukc yz˙uuTc
x†uu rhpxhut rgs /iyhhefgkdgn hs
xhurd zT wzht irguu yfTngd ;rTs
xhurd iut i,uç˙j,v grgzsbut igbgz
sb˙rp-†uuHh hs iup ,uhrjT x†s zht
Uuu wgehrgnT iht xrguy-†uuHh iut
ogbup rgybgm rgs lhz ybhpgd'x
iahsHh iup ihbn çur rgs iut †uuHh
wlht xhhuu wl˙t yhn ignTzum /ek†p
r†h 80 gehsrgy˙uu hs iht rhn ikguu
!lx T rghhz-rghhz i†yphut lhut

kçuh iyx80 oum

†uuHh ogbup kçuh

[t 'z iup lanv]

ichkcgd zht †uuHh rgs zT wir†uu
-hhmgdb† igb˙z x†uu wikhm hs ˙rygd
≈ ghmTrgkegs-xdbusbhrd i˙z iht ybf
rgs iup rgybgm rgs irguu um
wygcrT rgfgkypTabxhuu rgahsHh
g˙b xhut lhz iskhc xg Uuu wyr† rgs
rgs iup yhcgd iphut rgygcrT
rgs wruykue iut ypTabxhuu rgahsHh
iup yebuP-rhryxhdgr rgkTrybgm
gkT iht icgk-ruykue iahsHh ogs
lhut zht'x ≈ rgn l†b /ykguu ieg
xgm†rP ogs iht zT wir†uugd r†ke
y†v xeUuu iut dbukehuuybT i˙z iup
i˙z yrgyhhrcrTp y˙uu †uuHh rgs
iut oTrd†rP-xygcrT gehsvkhj≤fk
yzungd icTdphut g˙b iut g˙b .kT
i˙z iup grgpx rgs iht igHmb˙rT
/yhhehygy
iup iguyphut gxhurd hs r†dÕ˙c
-bxhuu rgahsHh rgs rTp †uuHh ogs
zT wi˙z vsun l†s ign zun ypTa
-sbgmr†h iyhhuum iht ehsbygryb˙rT
rgs yhhya .bgyxhxeg i˙z iup dbhk
iup chhvb† o˙c yarg yuyhyxbht
-hhmgdb† oht rTp zht x†uu dguu ogs
hs yfTngd yarg y†v rg wybf
ipTa um :khm i˙z um yhry gyarg
iup zgybhx ifgkypTabxhuu ogs
gb˙z gkT iht icgk iahsHh ogs
wykguu rgs r†d iht iz˙uuxhurT
ifgkypTabxhuu ogs ishnaumxhut
hs igbhs ;rTs x†uu wybgnuryxbht
;nTe ogs iht ixTnxek†p gahsHh
/ghmTPhxbTng rgkgruykue rghhz rTp

ignhury iut irgsbTuu x†s x†uu um
iTrTp yahb zht'x x†uu ifuz
ignhum rgskgp gb˙s rgxgc
/iTPagd i˙s wid†uu i˙s yfhrrTp

rgskgp gy˙uu iht ihhd lht k†z
?gb˙n huu grgbhrd ifuz
rgskguu iht irgsbTuu lht k†z
?gbhhke wgxhurd wifhre rgdrgc

icgk i˙s iht ,ufrc hs khhm
zhuv i˙s iht zht'x ≈ ehkd ihhe luz
icgdgd y†d y†v rhs x†uu gz
/xhurT yahb x†s z†k iut ≈ ykTv

rgdrgc rgcht iehrc iz˙rPa
rgxgc wrgerTya zht ypuk hs Uuu
rgdgh T huu iyxgnrTp dhut x†s
/rgxgrd iut xhurd zht lTkp x†s Uuu

idgr kxhc T wiuz kxhc T
d†y rgs ynue yfTb l†b
idgya gbhhke gb˙s iht z˙rPa
/d†z l†s chuk T wxgdrTp yahb iut
kgc†ruu Tyg

ehyfhk iut hukc knhv rgs y˙uu
ourT srg rgs yhn lhz yngb
ehyfhr yahb zht'x wrgchum T huu
/oue ihua yr†s lht iguu lht gz
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kgc†ruu Tyg

u

egy†hkchc

ghbgnur iht k†n T †uuHh rgs
gfkguu iyrguu g˙b khp lhut ypTa
i,nt rghhz yuyhyxbht ogs iht ic†v
yphra-asuj ogs .ujT /igbupgd ktud
-gyhk wgyfhagd rTp wrgygkc-†uuHh
-TrTn gz) wuu"zTt dbuar†p-ruyTr
x†uu (7 'z w10 'b wrgygkc rga†rTn
†uuHh rgs y†v /lgkyebhP yb˙args
-fhuu hhr gmbTd T icgdumxhurT izhuuTc
-sbgc hs) gahd†k†khp :iyphra gehy
hhuum iht xhurT igbgz II iut I rg
gahn†b†eg wgahr†yxhv w(xgdTkphut
/grgsbT lx T iut
hs y† isgh iup yfhkp T zht'x
yhn ghmuyhyxbht-xek†p gyxehyfhuu
gyxgc hs /imhya um ,ujuF gkT
iyhhrParTp um i˙z yguu dbumhya
-†uuHh hs x†n rgrgxgrd x†uu T iht
/xgcTdxhut
k†z wichuvgdb† zht ihbc rgs
zT kdhm T idhhkum zsbut iup rgsgh
/iehsbgrTp lhz k†z rg
-gzguugd T ≈ ghbgnur wa†rgnrTn iht xhurT*
ic†v isHh Uuu ghr†yhrgy gahrgdbut gb
T iguugd zht'x /ahrgdbut iut ahsHh ysgrgd
hs †s zht iyr†s ≈ ybdgd gahshxj ;hy
T"t gebhPx wygdhx wrgnyTx ygya
/iphuv gahshxj

rcjn iut ybsr†gd wyknTzgdphubum
-urc ifkguu iup w"vbanI hs iguugd
yPgagd y†v ek†p gahsHh x†s ogb
gehyfr†pxy†d iut ebTryxbcgk i˙z
-hhz iup ,unab hs yb˙v l†b iyhhkTc
huzT ≈ gyxrg˙y iut gyxybg†b grg
-bv vsuvh hcr rgehyb˙v rgs y†v
-ypTabxhuu rgahsHh) †uuHh rgs :thå
hs wgbkhuu iht (yuyhyxbht rgfgk
wgyhagm ykguu rgmbTd rgs ;hut
-phubum ichuvgdb† krgP gbgpr†uugm
ykrhbagdphut gfkguu wichukeum
wdburhm T i˙z ikguu krhba ihht ;hut
iehchht irTp yrguu rgehchht iT
/ek†p
-hygy i˙z y†v †uuHh rgs rgc†
;hut yebgraTc yahb skgp-xyhhe
rg w"iyfgrrTp um xykTI zhukc

†s zht egy†hkchc-†uuHh rgs iht
-ahbgnur x†s okhp†rehn ;hut
rga†rTnTrTn yTkc-asuj gahsHh
khrPT iup rgnub ogbht /*rgygkc
-rga iphut kehyrT iT †s zht 1932
w†uuHhI y"t erTn iTyTb iup kygkc
/"thåbv vsuvh hcr rgehyb˙v rgs
:kehyrT ogbup ekj T zht y†

rgehyb˙v rgs w†uuHhI
"thåbv vsuvh hcr
thåbv vsuvh 'r huu huz
y˙m i˙z iht y†v (205Ω135)
vru≤ vsh,gI :yd†zgd
zht vru≤ hs) "ktråhn jf≤a≤a
hs iup irguu um ixgdrTp yhhrcgdb†
igbgz x†uu ,urmut gkT iut (isHh
y˙m i˙z zhc ir†uugd yhvgdP†

[s 'z iup lanv]

:xyfgr w†y†p
-gk wiybgsuyx
yxgd iut xrgr
/2004 ouhx o˙c

v

ogs iup ixhbgd k†z gn zT iut "ruyTrgyhk-ykguuI rgs
/ruyTrgyhk rgehf˙kdrTp iup jya iphut yrpc wrgyp†
y†v hz x†uu ifTz gyxybTxgrgybht hs iup gbhht
iup gcTdxhut iT zht egy†hkchc-†uuHh rgs iht igbupgd
r†h ogbup "ofjv i≤bI gxghP rgs idguu dbukhhmrgs T
lhut zht'x /"ay˙yrgc˙uuI iykT iT iht ichragd w1871
hs yfTngd y†v gn huzT huu igz um ybTxgrgybht erTya
ic†v xrgmgzrgcht hs huzT huu iut igdbumgzrgcht
grgsbT iahuum wohbhbg-lTrPa gbgshharTp yksbTvTc
/ahsHh iut ahrgnay˙s way˙s iahuum shhargybut ogs
-bdgkgd hs y†v hz x†uu ishrpum rghhz zht uTkc gy'j
zht †uuHh rgs zT wyd†z hz /†uuHh ogbht iar†p um yhhv
igbhpgd um ykguu rgs ;hut rgyrg gyxgc hs iup xbhht
iut rgfhc yd†nrTp rg k˙uu wyfuz hz x†uu ohruen hs
rht ipkgv xrgegy†hkchc hs iut rugha T i† ikTbruaz
lhz ige hz x†uu wogs yhn lhut lhz yhhrp hz /lx T rghhz
rgahsHh rgs iup ixhbgd iut idgk†e grgsbT yhn igbgeTc
/er†h-uhb iht †s vçhçx-ruykue
rgs um lx T um yhd xuTkc gy'j huu ygcrT TzT
;hut xhurT ieue iut vjkmv rht iaybhuu rhn /ypTabxhuu
/ygcrT rht idguu rgy˙uu irgv um
YIVO News Winter 2005

T

ruyTrgyhk gay˙s

gehyfhuu T iguugd lhut zht ygcrT-.gzrgcht /kkfc
/xrgc˙ra gahsHh rTp vxbrP
i˙z k†z xg zT wzht "ruyTrgyhk-ykguuI iup vbuuF hs
wiaybgn hhkrgkF um ,uf˙a T ic†v iut ybTxgrgybht
rgcht ynhrTc igbgz x†uu erguu gahxTke hs huu huzT
-rgcht ruyTrgyhk rTp ht ykhd x†s /ykguu rgr†d rgs
rgahsHh rTp ht wahsHh ;hut ifTrPa grgsbT iup ymgzgd
gy'j /ifTrPa grgsbT ;hut ymgzgdgcht ruyTrgyhk
iup khhy gehyfhuu T geTy zht ahsHh zT wybvgy uTkc

ohbhbg hs igksbTvTc um yhhvbdgkgd
imgzrgcht iut ruykue wlTrPa iup
/iput iahngsTeT iyxbrg iT ;hut
rgfhc rgyrgsbuv iTrTp igbgz xg
/ahsHh ;hut ay˙s iup gymgzgdrgcht
y†v ygcrTar†p xuTkc gy'j yhuk
-ht iup vpue≤ gbrgs†n wgxhurd hs
-gdb† ihz ahsHh ;hut ay˙s imgzrgc
rg1880 iut rg1870 hs iht ichuv
ymgzgdrgcht y†v gn ay†f wir†h
-ht y†v gn /rgykg-kyhn iht l†b
rgs rTp lx T geTy ymgzgdrgc
r†b yahb ≈ vnjkn-ykguu rgyhhuum
gfgkypTabxhuu lhut r†b wruyTrgyhk
yhb wigdbumgzrgcht gfkgzT /erguu
grgsbT iup lhut r†b ay˙s iup r†b
rgehyfhuu T ir†uugd igbgz wifTrPa
rgyTrgyhk rgahsHh rgs iup khhy
[v 'z ;hut lanv]

yrhsuya hz y†v l†brgs /iuak iahsHh
hz /ygyhxrguuhbut iht lhzÕ˙c ahsHh
iht igbrgk lhz ignuegd lhut zht
iut †uuHh o˙c oTrd†rP-rgnuz rgs
-hsHh o˙c rTbhngx iyrhmbTuuT ogbht
ogs iut rTbhngx iahd†k†gy ia
/†uuHh
ir†uugd yPTfrTp zht uTkc gy'j
-ht gahsHh T ybghhkgd y†v hz iguu
iup ykguu hsI luc ogbup dbumgzrgc
-gyx iup ,uburfz hs w(1959) "iyfgb
rgahf˙ryxg-ahsHh T wd˙uum iTp
hs ycgkgdfrus y†v x†uu rgc˙ra
hz y†v yk†ngs /vpue≤-rgkyhv
-hk imgzrgcht x†s zT wigbTyarTp
zht ahsHh ;hut ay˙s iup ruyTrgy
iyhheHgp grht chkum /gngy gf˙r T
hz x†uu) ay˙s yhn iut ahsHh yhn
T iguugd x†s zht (ybgegd ihua y†v

uTkc veç
yarge† y†v
-hyx hs igbUuugd
Tr†s b"t ghsbgP
rgksbgy rhtn iut
gy'j /†uuHh o˙c
-mht yfTn uTkc
ygcrTar†p rgy
uTkc veçr
-rgxhs rht rTp
-gzrgchtI gngy rgs ;hut ghmTy
-Trgyhk-ykguu rgay˙s iup igdbum
T ;hut yrhsuya hz /"ahsHh ;hut ruy
-rTp iup khhyP† ogs iht yTr†ye†s
rghubhkht o˙c ruyTrgyhk rgehf˙kd
/ihhPnTa-TbTcrut iht ygyhxrguuhbut
uTkc gy'j y†v ehrum ir†h yhn
-bg ;hut) xTke T iht yehkhhyTc lhz
ruyTrgyhk rgahsHh rgs idguu (ahkd
iyhn yrhxgrgybhrTp rghhz lhz iut

r

rgybgm-l˙rb˙uu

:"ahsHh ;hut ruyTrgyhk gay˙sI
uTkc veçr yhn uhuurgybht

2004 yxcrTv wirTbhngx-ahsHh
2004 rgcngmgs iy10 ogs
†uuHh wTuu†f†k†a Tkhnsuk r"s
iht xhmegk†e gahkTehzun gahsHhI
rgkTb†hmTb rgahbHTreut rgs
"egy†hkchc
gykuagdxhut iT wTuu†f†k†a r"s
iht ihrgey†hkchc T iut ihd†k†ehzun
dbTk ogs idguu ysgrgd y†v w†uuHh
r†kek†p iut ehzun rgahsHh iup uuhfrT ogbgrhukrTp
egy†hkchc rgkTb†hmTb rgs iht yegsybT y†v gn x†uu
ghmgk†e rgehzhr rgs idguu ykhhmrgs y†v hz /uugHe iht
wigdburhsr†egr yd†nrTp x†uu wimkTuu 1w000 iup
hs i˙rT yngb iut wd†kTyTe T iut iy†b gbgchragd
/n iut ;†vkgxhe /z wkgdbg ktuh whex-bT /a iup ygcrT
rgs iup idumxhut ykhPagd lhut y†v hz /hexuu†dgrgc
T we†az T w,ubzj wohbudhb gahshxj :ghmegk†e
/ignfhkg-ouka iup dbuxhrdTc T iut shk ahb†rTeTn
iygryxhurT ikguu 2005 iht
rgzgkd kargv r"s
uTkc veçr
.kgP kthnjr r"s
uu†xTe ktuna r"s
drgckgshht vnka r"s

rTurcgp iy18
.rTn iyx25
khrPT iy8
˙n iy6
˙n iyx27

ogs
ogs
ogs
ogs
ogs

yc˙ra rgs† 212-294-6139 i† ydbhke /ifhd iht :ohyrP
.pglasser@yivo.cjh.org i†

T l†b ignuegdr†p †uuHh ogbht zht r†h xehyb˙
rgyknTzrTp rgs /ahsHh ;hut irTbhngx ghrgx
T huu xgsgr gybTxgrgybht hs iup ix†bgd y†v okug
iT ;hut iyhryxhurT gahsHh irgv um yhhvbdgkgd gbgykgz
/†uuhb iahngsTeT

v

2004 rgcngyPgx iy10 ogs
ygyhxrguuhbut rger†h-uhb wl˙ryxg hsTbgd r"s
"1933-1921 ir†h rghkrgc xb†xkgdrgc susI
rgahsHh rgs idguu ykhhmrgs y†v l˙ryxg r"s
lx T ymgzTc lhz ic†v'x Uuu wihkrgc iht vçhçx-ruykue
k†m gxhurd T rgyburgs wisHh gaHgP†rhht-jrzhn
ic†v xrgc˙ra gahsHh-ahxur T"t i†xkgdrgc /xrgc˙ra
ogbht yrgegdnut lhz l†brgs iut ybhuuugd iyr†s
wyd†zgdxhurT lhz y†v l˙ryxg r"s /sbTcrTp-iyguu†x
/i†ygd x†s ic†v hhz x†uu rTp

2004 rgcnguu†b iy12 ogs
†uuHh iut ygyhxrguuhbut-urs wrgksTb chhk-irvT r"s
"ehuuhhk iut ayhuuTr xrgc˙ra hs ˙c gz†bhPaI
lurc ;†z†khp ogs idguu ysgrgd y†v rgksTb r"s
˙c rudhp gehyfhuu T rghhz iguugd zht x†uu wTz†bhPa
/v iut ayhuuTr lkn xrgc˙ra hs ˙c kghmgPx iut isHh
x†uu erguugz†rP iut rgshk ysgrgdnurT y†v rg /ehuuhhk
˙x iut gyxbrg ˙x ≈ Tz†bhPa idguu ipTagd ic†v hhz
/gahn†e
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s

xghmTehkcuP

ahsHh iht ykguu-ixehuugd hs xrgyfga hfsrn

ghr†ehm gskhuu

d

rgybzhuy ≈ ignhb†bhx iut iybThrTuu
iyk†uu rhn iguu ?ixehuugd iup igngb
wohruen gkT hs ymhbgdxhut yahb
-†kargs hhz um lhz ic†v rhn x†uu
≈ zT wyxUuugd rhn iyk†uu huu wid
iut ignhb†bhx lhut ehsbgbgfgrb˙rT
-uu†sTx gahsHh ic†v ≈ iybThrTuu
xrgksbgvxPhut wign†b†rdT wxgehb
-rgy ogs ,uar rghhz iht yTvgd
o˙c ipurumb† dgnrTp iahd†k†bhn
-iyr†d iut iyr†x (!) 189 ign†b
iyr†x ;gkguum wkPg iygyghrTuu
/vnusFu xgcrT
/dbTdum rguuhyTnr†b rgs :;uxk
iup ≈ id†k†khp gahsHh gkT ygnF
rgc rgcht .haphk (ky†n-gHa) /n-/h
-k† uvhkt whemukhrP jb wuu†f†r†c
/z wl˙rb˙uu /n w;hya /b wrgdbTuua
eTuuhPx ghkg wayhuu†bnke /z wigzhhr
-†khp rus iehsbcrujf†b izhc uu"zTt
l˙rb˙uu kthrut wrgdbhbhd ohhj) id†k
≈ (,urua hs iup rgc˙ra rgs iut
ichuvgdxhurT k†n vnFu-vnF ic†v
rgahxegk rgs iup ,uçhaj x†s
gn :iuak-gnTn iup dburgyhhrcxhut
-aybgn iup skgp ifgkyht idguu k†z
isgr igbge ipTa iut icgk ifgk
/ahsHh ;hut ic˙ra iut
irgyhhrcxhut ≈ tkhnc
iahbTy†c rgzsbut
/lhut rTkucTe†uu
-xhut zsbut zht tkhnc
igdbgrcrgs um huugd iht ignuegd
wygcrT hs rnd iuuhyTkgr T ium
ichuvgdb† y†v .haphk x†uu
lgkfhcrgyrguu gb˙z iht
huu ignzhd†k†gb gbhuzT yhn)
i˙z iht gkgsbgn w(z†rdphhka
yrhpgdb˙t) i†kTcypuk rgs
yhn råçn kue rgs w(cTc†Tc
T"t ghb†ydbhkguu wohucyhurc
dburhzhkTxrguuhbut gahpTrd†gd hs ≈
-hnrgy rgahbTy†c rgahsHh rgs iup
ikTp k†m rgaPhv T iht /ghd†k†b
ignuegdxhut idguuyxgsbup zsbut zht
/izhukc gahxegk ikuprTp um
-Phrexgs T ht zht huugd wkkF T
-hyTnr†b T ht wluceueb˙t rguuhy
iyegrhsnut iup kyhn T ht wrguu
-†dTsgP-lTrPa T wsunhk-lTrPa
irTp iut shjh irTp rhafn rgahd
/kkF
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iht i† lhz ign yxhuya ruyTrgyhk
ay˙y hs x†uu wigbhnrgy tnzud T
T /sngrp kkF-lrsc rgbghhk ogs zht
;Fh≤ yguu wrgdhhya T wrgcTrTxTc
-k†d wign†P iup ay˙y hs ixhuu
-hkTd T rgc† wkehayb†hkTn wxgb†s
-hkhuP hm weTuuyhk wrgbhk†uu wrgbThm
:ehybgvP† ihhya ic˙kc yguu rga
iPTf wyguu huzT yebuP ?x†s zht x†uu
ogs ixhuu yahb sHh-ours T wi† rhn
w˙n ign†b-ixehuugd ogbup yaP
iht) xgbxeunTkTa wgbgzhrd wgbgygx
(iybThrTuu "gehsxgcTxI hhkrgkF
/xrgc˙ra gehsbupm iup iuak ogbht
ihhe xgmrTuua /h-/h yahb zht'x rguu
ixhuu yahb o≤xn yguu iTnxsbTk
iht) lgkgchr "yxg gn x†uu yhnI
-hharTp yhn ≈ iybTe gbgshharTp
wxgbeurc wxgemure w(iay˙y gbgs
iht x†uu wixgrTckTc wxgsdTh g†kc
gkTb†hdgr /ir†h gdbuh gng†P i˙z
-†b†p gkTb†hdgr rgs† igbhnrgy
iht l†s igbgz iybThrTuu gahd†k
/rgyrgsbuv hs iht †s iuak-gnTn
iup kyhn T wxg yxhhv wzht huugd
/"ktråh 'rI rTp dburgf˙rTc-lTrPa
-ua≤ hs igbhpgd igbge ign yguu †s
huuI vkta rgehchht rgs ;hut vç
-grp iphut /"?ahsHh ;hut ign yd†z
-buv ;hut .urh≤ rgs †s yrTuu rgd
lx T ,uhae gahd†k†bhnrgy rgyrgs
wgydgrpgd iykgz wgydgrpgd k†n
iut wgydgrpgd yahb kkF l†b rapt
r†d lgk˙rd yk†uu gx x†uu xbhuzT
um ignuegd yahb vçajn rgs ;hut
rgkghmgPx T ≈ yahb iguu widgrp
x†s ygnF y†v x†uu luceueb˙t
ichkegdphubum drTuurgyrguu gmbTd
r†b yahb /idguu xbaen-kgc ogbup
rmut-rgyrguu ogs irgyhhrcxhut
lhut r†b wixhut rhn'gz shjh ogbup
/ruchm-lTrPa imbTd ogbup
yguu ehyxhuudbhk guuhyPhrexgs hs
-bht ikup ygnF T igbhuugd huugd iup
iahbTy†c†byg iahsHh ogbup rTybguu
lx T wlx T zht'r x†uu wazTdTc
dukp iht lhz yk†uu gn huu rgxgrd
lhz yk†uu ignguu /iyfhr ybgegd
rgzsbut iht zT wynukjgd ukhpT
yrgkf˙Pagdb˙t idhk rg˙afTrPa
-†hdgr hs lhut ybfgr gn chut ≈
gahyxhkhyx iut gahr†yxhv wgkTb

yhhrp †uuHh rgs
y†-y† x†uu wlhz
hs igzrgs yguu
r"s i˙a gehyfhk
xrgyfga hfsrn
ykguu-ixehuugd hs
†s /ahsHh iht
ieurs rgy˙uu
idumxhut P† rhn
yr†uuI i˙z iup
'’ sgr ≈ /"rgHrp

hfsrn r"s
rgyfga

-gdphubum rhn ic†v x†uu u
iht ykguu-ixehuugd hs ykgya
?(huugd :ymrhegd rgy˙uu †s) ahsHh
:yuaP /dgrp rgahr†ygr ihhe yahb'x
zht grgsbT rTp iut ihhkT lhz rTp
iup ,hkf≤ ogs ifTn um r†ke hTsF
iTzT ;hut lucybTv iahd†k†bhnrgy T
iup igngb huu gngy rgyfhrgdnut
;hut iut iuak-gnTn iht ixehuugd
/ogbrTp iyfhrgdnut iTzT
rhn ic†v huugd ykgyagdphubum
wgahyeTrP ohngy gfgkyg rgcht
iht /gkghPhmbhrP iut gahygr†gy
wktråh 'r ˙x rhn ic†v yTvgd igbhz
gahsHh hs ˙x wktråh kkF ogs ˙x
/z˙uuehmbhht igngb hhz rhn†k /lTrPa
irTp lhut tkhnc iut ≈ shjh irTp
-gdum lucybTv ogs rhn ic†v ≈ kkF
:hsF yhhrd
;hut ipurumb† huu ixhuu k†z gn (1
i˙z x†uu wxehuugd T iuak-gnTn
w†h ign yxhhuu ign†b iahsHh-yahb
rgs† ign y†v iahsHh ogs rgc†
yahb k†n ihhe rgs† wixgdrTp
iT iup ≈ "rgvTI zht x†s /yxUuugd
/um ahsHh um iuak rgsbT
ogs igbhs rgc† ikhuu rhn (2
ahsHh iup ≈ "ihvTI lhut rgmhb-ahsHh
yxhhuu gn :kank wiuak rgsbT iT ium
iut xehuugd T iup ign†b iahsHh ogs
iT ;hut yxhhv gx huu wixhuu khuu gn
irguu um rhuuugd hsF wiuak rgsbT
lrus xehuugd ogs idguu ohyrP
iT hm ghsgP†kehmbg iT iht ieuef†b
iehsfhha iphut luceueb˙t rgsbT
/iuak irgsbT
iT ium ahsHh iup ≈ "ihvTI rgs
rTp r†b yahb ykhd ≈ iuak rgsbT
-Hh rghhz yxhhuu gn x†uu wixehuugd
gahsHh igbghhk o˙c /ign†b iahs

m

iht zht 2004 w21-19 rgcngmg
gfgkrgh hs ignuegdr†p gdTeha
nAssociation
oitaicossA rgs iup .bgrgpb†e
/ for Jewish (A
J SStudies
) seidutS hs(AJS)
iweJ rof
-buv iyTrgpgr iykTvgd ic†v iyr†s
-gy hhkrgkF ;hut xrgar†p rgyrgs
-fhagd ≈ isHh yhn ,uf˙a iht xgn
wr†kek†p wruyTrgyhk wlTrPa wgy
rghhz zht †uuHh rgs /uu"zTt ehzun
iybgrgpgr hs iahuum x†uu w.k†ya
x†uu rgehksbgm igbupgd lhz ic†v
-guugd ≈ †uuHh iyhn ,uf˙a T ic†v
rgs iht xrgrgk iut iybgsuyx gbgz
wl˙rb˙uu kthrut b"t oTrd†rP-rgnuz
-hyx-ar†p gbgzguugd iut gehyb˙v
ogbht xrgygcrTyhn iut iybThsbgP
gyehkhhyTc ehmb†uum hs iup /†uuHh
/c wrgbzkgv ,hsuvh :xyfgr iup /iyxhahsHh rgdTeha yhn xb˙r krTe r"s
-hsHh rgs idguu xghxgx rhp hs iht
chuykyrgy kdhhp-vbj r"s wiTnrga
wyrhsuya ic†v ruyTrgyhk rga
/†uuHh rgdTeha ogbht xrguy iut
rgahkTehzun T ;hut /T"t ('uuhbut
o˙c yar†pgd rgs† yrgrgkgd
-gzeg rgs y†v okug ogs yxhrdTc
-ahxur gyarg hs idguu wgngy
-hsHh) xgex†r arhv-sus r"s :†uuHh
`xb˙r krTe r"s wr†yegrhs-uuhyue rgshkxek†p iup iyxhkThmgPx gahsHh
r"s w(rTbhngx rgahd†k†gy rga
y†v ahsHh ;hut yr†uu T ignubgd
-suk r"s yrhrgpgr y†v wisHh ˙c rgahyTya rgb†zhrT) xTnkdue kx†h
/rgzgkd kargv r"s wiTegsyhn rgs /(egy†hkchc-†uuHh) Tuu†f†k†a Tkhn
-bgP) ihhyargkgv vbj r"s w('uuhbut
†uuHh ogs iaybUuugd ic†v yxgd gkT ymht lhz yhhrp †uuHh rgs huu huzT
xHuk çegh r"s w('uuhbut rghbhhuukhx
rgahrgpTa iup ir†h gdbTk l†b
-gd ign y†v kçuh iyx80 i˙z yhn
r"s w('yb† wi†yxdbhe w'uuhbut-xbhuue)
!ygcrT /.bgrgpb†e rgsÕ˙c vjnhA T yfTn
-ut rghbhhuukhxbgP) iTkPTe erTn
xrgehngsTeT 60 T igbgz ignuegd
-x˙sbTrc) iTnkge gekg r"sw('uuhb

s

[t 'z iup lanv]

-Teha rgs idguu ichut †s dbuskgn
-bggd hs igngbrTp w.bgrgpb†e rgd
-fhuu oTrd†rP-rgnuz rgs iup gyehs
ifTn wxbyx†P gahngsTeT gehy
-hk iut -yxbue ipTa wiygcrTar†p
-†yxhv rgcht imgz werguu-ruyTrgy
wikThrgyTn gahrTrgyhk iut gahr
P† lhz ichd iut ixrue-ahsHh igbrgk
rgcht ygcrT-ruykue rgahsHh yhn
/ykguu rgr†d rgs
ic˙kc yguu oTrd†rP-rgnuz hs
xeTn ogbup azTb†ryTP irgybut
hs iut w†uuHh o˙c rgybgm-l˙rb˙uu
xuPnTe iphut ignuer†p ikguu ixTke
ybhpgd x†uu wygyhxrguuhbut ogbup
rTp rgybgmI ogbup y˙uu-yahb lhz
gehr†h˙v hs /"gyfhagd rgahsHh
iy5 izhc hbuh iyx27 ogbup :xgyTs
:ghmTnr†pbht l†b /2005 yxudhut
rgs† 212-294-6138 i† ydbhke
/ yidassist@yivo.cjh.org yc˙ra

-†rP T iguugd zht l˙rb˙uu kthrut
iht yhuy iehy˙mhrp i˙z zhc r†xgp
/1967
iahuum ,up≤ua og˙b ogs ebTs T
ikguu †uuHh iut 'uuhbut rger†h-uhb
igbge ir†xgp†rP iut iybgsuyx
y† iup ixruxgr hs imhbxhut rgxgc
rgs /xghmuyhyxbht gehyfhuu hhuum hs
rgbhht zht ygyhxrguuhbut rger†h-uhb
-ar†p gyxçuaj iut gyxgrd hs iup
zht /sbTk imbTd iup iygyhxrguuhbut
hs x†uu wishrpum rghhz †uuHh rgs
imgzTc lhz yguu oTrd†rP-rgnuz
-hsHh iut aHgrcgv iup khhyP† ogbht
zht'x Uuu wkTcrhex b"t ohsunhk ga
-hsHh iht ruxgp†rP-yxTd T †s ihua
/ruykue iut lTrPa rga
iut †uuHh ogs iahuum ,up,ua TzT
zT winhx T zht ygyhxrguuhbut ogs
T zht ohsunhk gahsHh iup ypbueum hs
rgs iht ic˙ra rhn huu /gehyfhk

xg˙b

gdTeha iht †uuHh r†h 80 suçFk vjnhå

oTrd†rP-rgnuz

wiTsux) gehrpT w(sbTkdbg werTnbgs
-hay) gehrgnT-ours (gehrpT-ours
/gehrgnT-iupm iut (gbhybgdrT wgk
-†rP hs zht 1968 iht chhvb† i˙z iup
-ut-ghcnuk†e iht ignuegdr†p oTrd
r"s d†k†khp rgs Uuu wygyhxrguuhb

2005 rgybhuu 199 'nub †uuHh iup ,ughsh

iup ouhx o˙c
-rgnuz rgs
2004 oTrd†rP
vbj :(xyfgr iup)
vehrå wr†ab†d
iTnsud-huukTy

c
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†uuHh ogbup kçuh iyx80 oum
-chc iut ighhzun wiuuhfrT gb˙z iht †uuHh
x†uu wxghmegk†e gf˙r r†d zhc egy†hk
x†s iut icgk gahsHh x†s P† igkdhPa
rgsbgk gyxbshharTp hs iht ipTa gahsHh
gPTbe hs rTp /,upue≤ gyxbshharTp hs iup
zht wyrhyxhxeg †uuHh rgs x†uu wr†h yfT
iup iguugyTrumP† rugha T i† i†ygdphut
rgar†p irTp irhrybgmb†e iut dbTdrgybut
-kue rgzsbut iup ikThrgyTn gyxkupyrguu
rgmbTd rgs iup sb˙rp /gyfhagd iut ruy
rgs iup lgkgebhuu gyxy˙uu hs iup wykguu
-nTz †uuHh iht yfTrcgdphubum ic†v srg
-bht ogs lrus ymht igb˙z x†uu wigdbuk
imbTd ogs ir†uugd yrgegdnut yuyhyx
zht x†s rgc† /irgvgd hhz ignguu wek†p
/chhvb† iT yarg l†b
iybgm oum ign y†v 1935 rgcngmgs iht
:x†uu y† ichragd kçuh
[u 'z ;hut lanv]

lhz rhn ikguu kçuh iyx80 rgzsbut suçFk
/†uuHh ogbup ir†h gyarg hs iht igb†nrgs
yhn wrhn iggz iyeursgd rgy˙uu ogs iup
grgzsbut dbubgp†v kphuu yhn iut hn kphuu
x†uu wygcrT rgs um igdbTdgd igbgz irhb†hP
gfhuv iut xghmhcnT gxhurd T rTp
gn x†uu y† /yTvgd y†v gn isrTsbTyx
:1933 .rTn iup ,ughsh hs iht ichragd y†v

rTp ygcrT-knTz hs yerTyarTp
iup iuuhfrT hs iut egy†hkchc rgs
!†uuHh

T

ihbc-†uuHh rgbkhuu ogbup ,hcv-,Fubj o˙c
(1929)

rgcht lhz yc˙ke †uuHh ogbup oTrd†rP-rgnuz
ygyhxrguuhbut rger†h-uhb ogbht
≈ ykguu rgr†d rgs rgcht iup iybgsuyx
iut iybgsuyx ignuegd igbgz ir†h hs lrus
wgbhf wggr†e wiTPTh) ghzT iup xrgrgk
gP†rhht w(ktråh-,bhsn wiTyxheTP
wirgdbut wikhuP wgbHTreut wsbTkxur)
wl˙rebTrp wghbTPa wgyhk w˙eTuu†kx
wl˙ryxg wsbTkay˙s w.hhuua wghkTyht
wisguua wsbTkbhp wisbTkrgshb wghdkgc
[c 'z ;hut lanv]

ykTvbht
c / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /†uuHh r†h 80
d / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / ykguu-ixehuugd
s / / / / / / / / / / / / / irTbhngx wxrgar†p
v / / / / / / / / / / ghbgnur iht k†n T †uuHh
u / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /†uuHh r†h 80
z / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / k†nT iup ,ughsh

hs iup igdbudbgryab† hs ebTs
iht ruykue rgahsHh rgs iup sb˙rp
um iy†rgd lgksbg zht ykguu rgmbTd rgs
iahsHh iup ihbc ogbgdhht ogs iehsbgrTp
xg odv iut wyuyhyxbht ifgkypTabxhuu
wigdbgryaumb† lhz lx T rgcht l†b yc˙kc
yxTP xg huu wiyTyaumxhut ihbc ogs hsF
rgfgkykguuykT rgs iup ohhv rgs rTp
xbhht rgc† wypTabxhuu iut ruykue rgahsHh
iup ,urmut hs :yfhhrdrgs ymht ihua zht
-hz-rg˙p ogs iht igb˙z ipTa iahsHh ogs
ybr†uuTc ihbc-†uuHh ogs iup ihzTdTn irgf
yhvgdphut ˙rygd irguu wdbTdrgybut iup
r†b wiurFz oum r†b yhb ,urus-rus ;hut
-bdgkgd gehxTP hsÕ˙c iut iar†p oum lhut
/ifgkybpgrTp oumÕ≈Õiyhhv
rgs ymhzTc d†y iehyb˙v ogs ˙c ihua

s

wlTrPa rgahsHh iht oTrd†rP-rgnuz h
kthrut b"t ruykue iut ruyTrgyhk
rht w2005 iht ehsbchhvb† yguu l˙rb˙uu
-hbut rger†h-uhb ogbht ignuer†p wr†h yx38
um rgnuz isgh yhm oTrd†rP hs /ygyhxrguu
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PROFILES IN PHILANTHROPY

Eta Taub (1908 – 2003):
Lifelong Supporter of Yiddish, Israel and Family

E

nizations in New York and
Israel. Her cousin Eda
Rybalov remembers that
she encouraged her family
to share their Yiddish language with younger generations. She herself wrote
and published her memoirs
Eta Taub
in Yiddish, detailing her
Mrs. Taub made it possible for her younger brother early life in Russia. She also wrote lovely
to move to Canada. As far as she knew he was the Yiddish poetry.
only member of her family to survive the Nazis.
YIVO was honored to be remembered in Eta Taub’s
In her 20s she moved to New York, where she mar- will along with other organizations that are involved
ried Shitza Taub. Eta was devoted to her husband’s in promoting and encouraging the Yiddish language
family. Although the Taubs had no children of their and yidishkayt. Mrs. Taub and her family have
own, she was a favorite of her nieces and nephews. donated treasures from her own collection, including
Friends describe the Taub home as a “treasure trove personal photographs and manuscripts, to YIVO. In
of art and good taste.” Lester Taub, her nephew, addition, her generous bequest to YIVO will assist
remembers that there were always guests, lively us in the maintenance of our archives and library,
helping to keep the treasures of YIVO accessible to
Yiddish discussions, music and culture.
scholars and lay people alike.
She never gave up hope that other relatives had survived, and after the war she found cousins in Russia. We are truly grateful to Eta Taub for this exceptionThis discovery was like a rebirth; she began making al legacy, which will help YIVO in its work to previsits to Russia, bringing or sending parcels. serve Yiddish history, language and culture.
Happily, a number of her family members later emiIf you would like information on how you can help
grated to the United States.
preserve Yiddish and yidishkayt, please call Ellen
Siegel
at YIVO at (917) 606-8293.
Mrs. Taub celebrated the richness of Yiddish
ta Taub was a woman rich in friends, family
and yidishkayt. Born in the Ukraine, she
moved to Bucharest at age 13 to work as a
domestic and nanny. She waited for three years
before receiving permission to move to North
America. Although she traveled alone, her radiant
personality and determination compelled people
to assist her.

language and culture through her support for orga-

W

Happy Birthday to YIVO and YOU!
Come Celebrate!

hen YIVO was founded 80 years ago in
Vilna, it was the first institution to
document, collect and teach the language
and culture of our East European Jewish ancestors.
We are also the only pre-war European institution
whose collections have survived, largely intact —
from our roots in Vilna to our vibrant center in
New York City.

Ice skaters on a frozen pond (Marghita, Romania, 1929).

We are thrilled to be celebrating this great milestone,
and we look forward to an exciting year of special
Many of you have also reached this milestone year. A
exhibitions and events — highlighted by our April
YIVO charitable gift annuity is a terrific way to cel14, 2005 gala evening at Carnegie Hall, with Michael
ebrate your birthday and ours!
Tilson Thomas, in honor of his grandparents, Yiddish
theater legends Bessie and Boris Tomashefsky.
A charitable gift annuity is a simple contract that
enables you to create a legacy for YIVO and steady,
guaranteed payments for yourself or a loved one. In
The Gaon Society
exchange for your gift of $10,000 in cash or securiamed for the 18th-century Rabbi Elijah ties, YIVO promises to pay you regular quarterly
Ben Solomon Zalman — the Vilna Gaon — payments for life!
The Gaon Society was established to recognize and thank YIVO supporters who have created a For example, if you are 80 (like YIVO!) you may
legacy for YIVO in their wills or estate plans or enjoy the following benefits:
through a charitable gift annuity or charitable trust. • An 8% charitable annuity;
• Guaranteed quarterly payments totaling $800 per
year for life;
Like The Vilna Gaon, who was known for his intellect and for the importance he placed on tzedakah, • A charitable tax deduction of $4,855 in the year you
create the gift;
these friends understand and appreciate the role
YIVO plays in preserving and perpetuating our • The knowledge that you have created a lasting tribute to Eastern European Jewish Culture;
heritage for future generations. The resources of
YIVO, and your support of these resources, play an AND
essential role in advancing Jewish scholarship, as • As an added bonus we are proud to offer anyone who
creates an annuity between now and April 1, 2005,
well as securing the culture, language and history
a complimentary ticket to the April 14 Carnegie
of Eastern European Jewry.
Hall celebration with Michael Tilson-Thomas.
To learn more about becoming a member of The
Gaon Society and helping to safeguard our heritage Please help us celebrate the legacy of YIVO by crefor the future, please use the enclosed reply enve- ating your own legacy. For more information please
lope or call Ellen Siegel at (917) 606-8293. We will call or write Ellen Siegel, Planned Giving Officer, at
be happy to discuss bequest and gift-planning ideas (917) 606-8293 or esiegel@yivo.cjh.org, or YIVO
that may help you preserve your assets and our Institute for Jewish Research, 15 West 16th Street,
New York, NY 10011.
shared history.

N

Members of The Gaon Society
Ms. Rosina Abramson
Ms. Leone Adelson
Ms. Sylvia Antonier-Scher
Mr. Harold Baron
Dr. Sylvia Brody Axelrad
Ms. Eliane Bukantz
Mr. and Mrs. Hyman Cohen
Dr. Ethel Cutler
Mr. and Mrs. Sol Eldman
Mr. Stanley Engelstein
Mr. and Mrs. Gene Forrell
Mrs. Shulamis Friedman
Ms. Vicki Gold
Mr. Nathan Goldstein
Dr. Laura Hapke
Mr. George Hecht
Ms. Felice Itzkoff
Mrs. Louisa Johnston
Mr. Louis Osofsky
Ms. Bathsheba S. Phillips
Ms. Ethel Roberts
Mr. Abraham Sherman
Mr. Samuel Silverstein
Mr. Bruce Slovin
Dr. and Mrs. Robert and Lottie Tartell
Professor Franklin Toker
Mr. Jacob Waisbord
Mr. Milton Weiner
Ms. Edith Weiss
Joan Wertheim, Ph.D.
Anonymous (8)

Matured Estates

Mr. Abe Feldman
Ms. Rebekah Gisnet
Ms. Pauline Hechtman
Mr. Charles Stopper
Mrs. Eta Taub
Mr. and Mrs. Max and Sylvia Wohl

If you have remembered YIVO in your
will, trust, life insurance or pension plan, or
if you would like information on how to
leave a legacy to YIVO, create a charitable
gift annuity, or create a memorial to honor
a loved one, please contact Ellen Siegel at:
(917) 606-8293. Thank you.

M

Ruth Kremen, Dr. and Mrs. Mark Barbasch, Dr. and
Mrs. I. Bernard Weinstein at The Gaon Society event.

Gaon Society News

embers of The Gaon Society were invited
to brunch and a special viewing of treasures from the YIVO Archives. On
October 17, 2004, Fruma Mohrer, Head YIVO
Archivist, gave Society members a “highlights”
tour of YIVO’s extensive collections.

Mohrer explained that YIVO collects materials in
four general areas: Jewry in the Diaspora of Europe,
the American experience of European Jews, Holocaust materials and material related to the State of
Israel and its creation. YIVO’s archival collections
represent the breadth and depth of the Jewish experience from Europe, around the world and in America,
touching every aspect of world Jewry.
Guests viewed materials from our Holocaust collections, including documents and registry cards from
displaced persons camps, as well as YIVO’s pioneering collection of the first eyewitness testimonies.
They were shown the beautifully restored Register
of the Rabbinic Court of Metz, France, dating from
the mid-1700s, which concerns the daily lives of the
relatively autonomous Jews of the period. Mohrer
also shared a 1932 Yiddish letter from Golda Meir
to David Pinsky in New York, demonstrating the
importance of Yiddish as the lingua franca of world
Jewry.

B

YIVO: Giving Life to the Past —
One History at a Time
y helping people understand their pasts, we
bring to life the rich history and culture of the
Jewish people. Our staff, our archives, our
library and you, our supporters, safeguard the lives
of our parents and grandparents by saving their
stories and their histories.
YIVO has always understood the importance of our
work in saving and preserving our past. We were the
first organization to collect eyewitness testimonies
from the Holocaust, gathering information even
before the war’s end. After the war, YIVO continued
to collect information from Jews the world over,
from DP camps, Latin America and Europe.

For 80 years, YIVO has collected and preserved the
primary records of daily life in Jewish Eastern
Europe: the large and small things that comprise a
culture and society, such as theater and political
posters, family photographs, telephone directories,
books in many languages (especially Yiddish),
music, record books of Jewish organizations, family
trees, folklore and much more. YIVO is consistently
in the forefront of recognizing the need to remember
and save our past.
Our work reunites people with their history. How
wonderful it is to discover a loved one’s personal
history hidden in a scribble written on the back of a
photo. Our staff works with individuals from around

New immigrant adjusts to Israeli life
at Kibbutz Glil Yam (1968).

the world who are searching for information about
their families — bringing life to our families’ pasts.
YIVO creates a lasting legacy for future generations
— we save the lives of our parents by saving their
history, preserving their culture, recording our history. For this reason, we hope that you will create a
legacy for YIVO.

Just as documents and photos speak to current and
future generations, your bequest — the most significant expression of the life you have lived — should
speak to future generations and reflect
your connection to YIVO’s mission. For more
information please call or email Ellen Siegel,
Planned Giving Officer, at (917) 606-8293 or
esiegel@yivo.cjh.org.

YIVO recommends the following bequest language:
"I give and bequeath (__ dollars or __% of my estate) to
YIVO Institute for Jewish Research,
15 West 16th Street, New York, NY,
for its general purposes."

THE GAON SOCIETY NEWSLETTER IS NOT INTENDED TO OFFER LEGAL OR TAX ADVICE. YIVO RECOMMENDS THAT YOU
CONSULT WITH YOUR ATTORNEY OR FINANCIAL ADVISOR WITH QUESTIONS CONCERNING YOUR INDIVIDUAL SITUATION.

